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Common Bronzewing (left) and Brush Bronzewing (right),
Eyre (see report, p40). Photos by Rita Phillips

Crested Pigeon, Jaurdi (see report, p37).
Photo by Dusty Millar

Little Ringed Plover,
Carnarvon (see report,
p22). Photo by Les
George

Collared Sparrowhawk, Tomato Lake
(see report, p38). Photo by Ian Wallace

Eastern Osprey nesting tower, Pelican Point (see
report, p18). Photo by Tim Graham-Taylor

Front cover: Western (Golden) Whistler, Wungong Dam. Photo by Robyn Pickering (see lead article).
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Correction to WABN 153, p.21
The booklet, ‘Birds of Eyre’ referred to in the paragraph
titled Eyre was published by A. and P. de Rebeira in
2005. It is available from the de Rebeiras at home, at the
Eyre Bird Observatory and the BWA Office. A revision is
currently in production.
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RECENT ‘SPLITS’ FOR WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
BIRDS
The widely-cited IOC World Bird List (Gill and Donsker
2015) has recently recognised four new ‘splits’ affecting
Western Australian bird species, and bringing some
new English names for our local birds. These taxonomic
changes will all be adopted in the next update of the
official Western Australian Checklist maintained by
the Western Australian Museum (Ron Johnstone, pers.
comm.).
The Silver-backed Butcherbird (Cracticus argenteus)
of the Kimberley and Northern Territory was split from
Grey Butcherbird in IOC v. 4.3 (July 2014). This form
has always been recognised as fairly distinct, with an
obviously silvery back, whiter underparts, and lack of
white in the lores. However, supporting genetic evidence
was rather muddy in early studies (Kearns et al.
2013), which found the Northern Territory (colletti) and
Kimberley (argenteus) clades are widely separated in
their mitochondrial genes (mtDNA), making the proposed
species paraphyletic. However this puzzle was rather
elegantly solved in a follow-up paper by Kearns et al.
(2014), which showed that expanding aridity during the
Last Glacial Maximum (c. 21 000 years ago) brought
the eastern form of Grey Butcherbird into contact with
NT birds, introducing mitochondrial genes through lowlevel hybridization which ‘captured’ the Top End but not
the Kimberley birds. However, analysis of nuclear genes
suggests that the Silver-backed Butcherbird forms a good
species, and from the sum of this evidence must actually
be more closely related to Black-backed Butcherbird
Cracticus mentalis, than it is to Grey Butcherbird.
The split of Western Whistler Pachycephala occidentalis
from Golden Whistler in IOC v. 5.1 (Jan 2015) was rather
a surprise, since south-western birds were previously
not even recognised as a subspecies, but rather lumped
with the South Australian subspecies fuliginosa which
shares similarly buff-bellied females. The split was only
revealed in a series of genetic studies of the whole
‘Golden Whistler’ complex (Jønsson et al. 2008; Andersen
et al. 2014) and formalised by Joseph et al. (2014), who
showed that Western Whistler is probably less closely
related to eastern forms of Golden Whistler, than it is to
Mangrove Golden Whistler (~2.5% mtDNA divergence
from both). This is a ‘cryptic species’, only separated from
the most similar form of Golden Whistler fuliginosa by a
slightly paler back and breast, greyer tail with less black
in males, and even-toned neutral grey dorsum in females
and immatures. The English name is a direct translation
of occidentalis (Latin for ‘western’), and mirrors an older
name ‘Western Thick-head’. However, it is not strictlyspeaking a new WA endemic, since its range extends
along the south-western edge of the Nullarbor to include
a few records just across the Western Australian-South
Australian border — thus separated from the eastern
species by only about 200 km. (see photo, front cover)
The Naretha Bluebonnet (or Blue Bonnet) Northiella
narethae has been re-elevated to species rank in IOC v.
5.2 (April 2015), resolving decades of debate about the
status of this distinct and isolated form. Unique plumage
features (e.g. two-tone blue on face), smaller size and
other differences (e.g. greater sexual dimorphism) have
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always made this stand out as the most distinctive form
of Blue Bonnet. A wide-ranging genetic study of southern
Australian birds recently published in Emu (Dolman and
Joseph 2015) recommended its separation on the basis
of substantial mtDNA divergence (2.16% on ND2 genes)
from the now Eastern Bluebonnet and notes the unusual
role of a minor biogeographic barrier, the Yellabinna
Region or Barton Sandhills, in the evolution of this
species.
The Copperback Quail-thrush Cinclosoma clarum was
recently split (IOC v. 5.2) after the same Dolman and
Joseph (2015) paper revealed a big surprise hidden in
the genes of Chestnut Quail-thrush — a huge (4.38%)
mtDNA divergence across the Eyrean Barrier, the ancient
arid basin stretching from South Australia’s Spencer Gulf
to Lake Eyre. Birds west of this barrier were long known
to have a bigger and brighter dorsal chestnut band
(hence appropriation of the old colloquial ‘Copperback’),
but given the extent of regional and clinal plumage
variation including what look like hybrid zones (e.g.
eastern Eyre Peninsula), the presence of such a large
and abrupt genetic gap was rather surprising. This split
raises interesting questions about the south-western form
fordianum, which has a rather small (but bright) dorsal
chestnut band and lacks chestnut scapulars, and shows
obvious sexual dimorphism — the reduction of which
was cited as a defining character of clarum in Dolman
and Joseph (2015). The similarity between fordianum
and some eastern Chestnut Quail-thrush hints this may
be a relict form of the original east-west separation —
though it is also clear that plumage variation does not
necessarily match genetic variation in this superspecies
complex.
There may be more surprises in store for WA birds.
The Dolman and Joseph (2015) Emu paper also found
species-level mtDNA divergence (2.79%) for southwestern samples of Scarlet Robin, which comprise most
of the subspecies Petroica boodang campbelli. Better
sampling will be needed to resolve this, particularly
how to treat robins on SA’s Eyre Peninsula, which are
morphologically included in subspecies campbelli, but
genetically align with other eastern birds from the
single sample included in the recent study. White-eared
Honeyeaters also showed an extremely cryptic but
possibly species-level genetic split (2.23%) across the
Eyrean Barrier, demonstrating again how powerful this
ancient barrier has been in southern Australian bird
evolution.
References
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NEW NAME FOR ‘GILBERT’S
HONEYEATER’
A recent Emu paper by Gaynor Dolman (WA Museum)
and Leo Joseph (CSIRO), having once again noted the
substantial genetic distance and paraphyly between
Western Australia’s Melithreptus chloropsis and its
former conspecific Melithreptus lunatus (Whitenaped Honeyeater), included the unusual statement
“suitable English names need to be canvassed for M.
chloropsis”. This revealing comment obviously signals the
unsuitability of existing contenders. The previous local
name ‘Western White-naped Honeyeater’ is problematic,
since it incorrectly implies a sister relationship with
(Eastern) White-naped Honeyeater (see Toon et al.
2010), which would consequently need to be renamed to
comply with the nomenclatural rules of international lists
such as the IOC World Bird List (Gill and Donsker 2015).
But the alternative name ‘Swan River Honeyeater’,
resurrected by the IOC in 2010 from its original name
in Gould’s Birds of Australia (1848), has not gained
favour and was viewed as a ‘place-holder’ name in need
of replacement. Apparently this
name was never widely used, since
scientific papers from the earliest
volumes of Emu (e.g. Carter
1902) use ‘Western White-naped
Honeyeater’ instead of Gould’s
name, which even then would
have been almost obsolete, both
geographically and biologically.
To help resolve this issue a ‘working
group’ of interested Western
Australian stakeholders was
convened, and was able to provide
useful feedback to the IOC. While
it was clear from discussions that
‘Western White-naped Honeyeater’
will continue to be used by some
locals (since not everyone accepts

Golden Whistler Pachycephala pectoralis complex in
mainland southern Australia. Zootaxa 3900, 294300.
Kearns, A.M., Joseph, L., and Cook, L.G. (2013). A
multilocus coalescent analysis of the speciational
history of the Australo-Papuan butcherbirds and their
allies. Molecular Phylogenetics and Evolution 66,
941–952.
Kearns, A.M., Joseph, L., Toon, A., and Cook, L.G. (2014).
Australia’s arid-adapted butcherbirds experienced
range expansions during Pleistocene glacial maxima.
Nature Communications 5, 3994.
Martin Cake

the rigid premises underlying its rejection), there was
consensus that the new patronym Gilbert’s Honeyeater
provides a very suitable alternative. This name has been
adopted by the IOC in the latest list (version 5.2), noting
“this name honors the pioneering work of John Gilbert in
Western Australia” (Gill and Donsker 2015).

Gilbert was officially Gould’s collector and taxidermist,
but was such a skilled naturalist that, to quote Serventy
and Whittell (1976), “Gilbert’s work in Western Australia
was of so remarkably brilliant a character that his
activities in the new colonies overwhelmingly obscure
the work done by any other collector (p. 30) … [his]
work in Western Australia was done so methodically
and enthusiastically, and to such good effect, that his
achievements constitute the basis of our present-day
knowledge of the bird-life of the southern part of the
State (p. 14)”. Gilbert arrived in the Swan River Colony
on 6 March 1839, and by 13 March had collected a
specimen of M. chloropsis from somewhere ‘near Perth’
(Fisher, n.d.). This specimen (ANSP 53262) now lies in
the Academy of Natural Sciences of Drexel University,
Philadelphia and is one of very few specimens there to
retain Gilbert’s handwritten field label. The designated
lectotype from the same collection
(ANSP 18300) was almost certainly
also collected by Gilbert (C. Fisher,
pers. comm.). It is interesting
today to imagine where these
specimens were collected, perhaps
in Tuart forest near Crawley where
it was still “quite abundant” in
the 1890s (Storr and Johnstone
1988). By 20 May the prodigious
Gilbert had already collected 330
bird specimens and 50 skeletons,
all within ten miles of Perth; by
the time of his unfortunate death
in 1845 he had become the first
collector of nearly 8% of Australia’s
Gilbert’s (Western White-naped)
entire bird and mammal species
Honeyeater. Photo by Jennifer
(Fisher 1997). Gilbert’s Honeyeater
Sumpton
joins Gilbert’s Whistler, Gilbert’s
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Potoroo, and several other plants and animals to be
named after him, but will uniquely honour his remarkable
ornithological achievements in south-western WA.
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Obituary
VALE KATH PEGGS, 19 FEBRUARY 2015
Kath was a kind and gentle birder. She was also a great
naturalist. Her artistic talent was evident in her artwork
and photography.
BirdLife members will remember her cheerful smile as a
tea-lady at the monthly meetings over many years and
venues. The Rottnest Island wader counters/volunteers
no doubt will remember her on the annual excursions.
She was invaluable as a scribe to Mary Vaughan at
Government House Lake. Kath was also a member of the

“week about” team over several years at Stirling Range
Retreat in September/October.
Mary Vaughan, Mavis Norgard and sometimes Claire
Gerrish were privileged to share some great birding trips
and campouts together.
She faded from our birding activities as her memory
deteriorated. Kath is survived by her two daughters and
four grandchildren.
Claire Gerrish

Book review
DJERAP: NOONGAR BIRDS. 2014.
Batchelor Press. 218 pages.
180mm x 145mm x 10mm. All
pages in full colour on glossy
paper
This important little book, published in
late 2014, features 179 large professional
photographs of Western Australian birds
with their Noongar names. Many of the
images show birds in action, for instance
coming in to land, flying, or featured
with young or food items. With most
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images also including some indications of habitat, this
book complements existing publications on Western
Australian birds in a lively and instructive
way. Noongar names in the three modern
dialects are provided together with the
form taught in the Languages Other
than English (LOTE) school program. As
a resource for that course, the book’s
colourful and unconventional presentation
(designed in large part to appeal to
reluctant readers) is an additional delight
for adults as well, given the overall high
professional quality of the production.
The book was originally the brainchild
of Noongar Elder Theresa Walley who
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collected information and engaged in other language
revitalisation activities for many years before the project
was taken up by the Bunbury based and Commonwealth
funded Djandoo Moordiyap Dabakarn — Noongar
Language Project in partnership with Batchelor Institute
of Indigenous Tertiary Education in the Northern Territory.
Further linguistic research and ornithological checking
was done as the material for the book was collected.
Two full colour posters of 36 land and 36 water birds
respectively are also available from the publishers.
Under each photograph the bird’s name is first given in
Noongar, with Noongar LOTE, South-eastern, Northern,
and South-western dialect forms (where any or all of
these are still known) differentiated by colour. As in any
other multi-dialect situation, some names overlap or are
very similar across the different regions. The common
English names and scientific names are also provided
on each page as well as in a spreadsheet in the back
of the book where they are alphabetically organised by
the English names. The book as a whole is divided into
four colour coded sections: Maambakoort-ngat: Coastal;
Balan-boodja: Wetlands; Moondak: Forest; and Waaloo:
Open Country. Dainty wildflower paintings by Theresa
Walley and her daughter, Cheryl Martin, border each
page, while the first page of each section also features
one of their paintings.
Additional Noongar translations of bird-related words
(e.g. beak, wings, eggs, chick, nest, etc.) can be found
on p.190. The spread sheet also includes these words,
along with a few additional terms (e.g. honeyeaters
in general, gulls in general, additional feather and egg
terms, etc). Explanations and a map showing 14 original
dialects can be found on pages 4 and 5 while a handy
pronunciation guide is given on p.191. The spelling and
sound system used in the book is the one approved
at a Noongar meeting in 1992 for use in schools. It is
widely used today in Noongar publications. The fact that

alternative spellings, including of the word Noongar itself,
exist is acknowledged on page 4 and on the Noongar
Language Project website. For those unfamiliar with some
features of the spelling system, a comforting feature of
the pronunciation key is the way it shows how all the
sounds in modern Noongar are also found in English.
Djerap is a significant initiative for Noongar people, as
indicated by the head and shoulder photos of Manatj
(Western Long-billed Corella) and Waardong (Australian
Raven) featured on the cover. These birds represent the
two moieties of the Noongar nation facing each other to
symbolise “Noongar people standing together to revive
their language and culture” (Batchelor Press website.)
The majority of the high quality professional photographs
are by Keith Lightbody, who also provided significant
support throughout the production of the book. He,
along with Georgina Steytler, Eric Tan and many other
photographers who contributed, retain copyright to their
images, as do Theresa Walley and Cheryl Martin for their
illustrations. The innovative book design is by Jacinda
Brown.
Rather surprisingly, given the number and diversity of
people involved in bringing together the information in
this book and the complexity of some of the resources
drawn upon, production glitches are relatively few and
would be easily remedied in a second edition which might
also be enhanced if authentic pronunciations could be
provided on a supplementary CD or in e-Book format.
Maree Klesch, the Project Manager, and her colleagues at
Batchelor Press and within Djandoo Moordiyap Dabakarn
are to be congratulated on the role they played in
bringing this significant and charming publication into
existence.
This book would make a lovely gift not only for a child
interested in nature, but also for any bird lover.
Penny Lee

Observations
This list has been compiled by
the WA Records Officer with input
from the WA Records Committee.
Metropolitan suburbs or shires
are in parentheses. Please report
interesting observations the
WA Records Officer, John Graff
(wasightings@birdlife.org.au) or to
the BirdLife WA office (9383 7749).
Sightings are included on the BirdLife
WA sightings page (http://birdswa.
org.au/sightings.htm) as soon as
possible, and the most interesting
are selected for inclusion in the next
WABN.

HIGHLIGHTS
An exciting quarter for rarities, with
several high profile vagrants seen.
The most notable were further

sightings of the Crested (Oriental)
Honey Buzzard at Lake Joondalup,
ith further observations showing

Gallinago sp. snipe, North Lake
(see also p25) . Photo by Ross
Jones
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there were in fact two individuals
present. These remained present
for at least a month, with at least
one of the two individuals recorded
performing display flights on several
occasions. The other well-watched
rarity was a Gallinago sp. snipe,
initially sighted at Bibra Lake, and
then relocated at nearby North
Lake. Despite numerous photos and
extensive observations, the specific
identity caused significant debate
(Ed’s note: see article elsewhere
in this issue). Swinhoe’s Snipe
and Latham’s Snipe were the two
candidate species, with Swinhoe’s
probably the more likely candidate.
Offshore, observers on recentlycommenced Killer Whale tours off
Bremer Bay also recorded a Barau’s
Petrel and a Light-mantled Sooty
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Observations
Albatross. Meanwhile, a weekend of
Albany pelagic trips was highlighted
by the first records of Sooty Tern
off the south coast of WA, plus
several Long-tailed Jaegers, and
a Wandering-type Albatross
representing either antipodensis
(strict sense) or amsterdamensis
— unfortunately the bird did not
approach the boat!
Further north, an Oriental Plover
was seen and very well photographed
at Geraldton, while a Eurasian
Curlew was sighted during an
AWSG expedition on the beach in
front of Broome Bird Observatory,
but eluded cannon nets. There was
also the usual quota of unusual
records from the offshore territories,
highlighted by further sightings of
the Western Osprey on the Cocos
Islands first reported in WABN 153,
and a Cotton Pygmy-Goose, also
on Cocos which may represent the
Asian nominate subspecies. An
unusual brown-coloured egret was
also photographed on Cocos, and is
suspected to be a juvenile Western
Reef Egret.

METROPOLITAN (UBD
Street Directory)
Brown Quail – 10, 27/02/15,
Canning River Regional Park
(Ferndale) – PGA * 2, 23/03/15,
Ellis Brook (Martin) – LP
(uncommon in metropolitan area,
but possibly increasing)
Freckled Duck – up to 300+,
14/01-22/02/15, Herdsman Lake
(Herdsman) – BiB, DJ et al. (high
count)
CRESTED HONEY BUZZARD
(subspecies orientalis) – 2 (1
adult male, 1 immature male),
25/01-23/02/15, Lake Joondalup
(Joondalup) – JA, NW, PB et
al. * 2, 21-22/02/15, Lake
Goollelal (Kingsley) – MB (rare
vagrant to Australia; 5th record
for WA; Joondalup and Goollelal
records presumed to involve the
same birds, subject to BARC
acceptance; photographs; see
also WABN 153)

Masked Lapwing – 2, subspecies
novaehollandiae, 15-18/01/15,
Yanchep National Park (Yanchep)
– SIW et al. (rare, but expanding
in the south-west; photographs)
Gallinago sp. snipe – 1, 31/01/15,
Bibra Lake (Bibra Lake) – HT
et al. * 1 probable Swinhoe’s
(considered to be the same bird
reported from Bibra Lake), 0218/02/15, North Lake (North
Lake) – MB, MC et al. (any
Gallinago sp. rare in the southwest)
Long-toed Stint – up to 20+, 1123/02/15, North Lake (North
Lake) – DM, PB et al. (high
count)

Short-tailed Shearwater – 1,
07/02/15, BirdLife WA Pelagic
off Albany – JG et al. * 20,
08/02/15, BirdLife WA Pelagic
off Albany – JG et al. (rarely
reported so far east off WA;
probably under-reported;
photographs)
Long-tailed Jaeger – 6, 07/02/15,
BirdLife WA Pelagic off Albany –
JG et al. * 3, 08/02/15, BirdLife
WA Pelagic off Albany – JG et al.
(rarely reported off WA; probably
under-reported; photographs)

Ruff – 1, 26/01/15 and 06/02/15,
Nairns (Coodanup) – CL * 1,
05/02/15, Len Howard Reserve
(Erskine) – CL (uncommon visitor
to south-west)

Sooty Tern – 10, 07/02/15, BirdLife
WA Pelagic off Albany – JG et
al. * 4, 08/02/15, BirdLife WA
Pelagic off Albany – JG et al. (first
records off the south coast of
WA; photographs)

Masked Owl – 1 heard, 20/01/15,
Paganoni Swamp (Golden Bay)
– MN & LN (rarely reported
resident; rare on the coastal
plain)

Double-banded Plover – 2, 1822/03/15, Wellstead Estuary,
Bremer Bay (Jerramungup) – BiB
(uncommon visitor to the southwest)

Purple-crowned Lorikeet – 5, 1213/02/15, near Oliver Hill Guns
(Rottnest Island) – FH (rare/
casual visitor to Rottnest)

ORIENTAL PLOVER – 1, 17/02/15,
Point Moore (GeraldtonGreenough) – BB (vagrant to the
south-west; photographs)

Yellow-plumed Honeyeater – up
to 3, 30/03-11/04/15, Lightning
Swamp (Noranda) – JS, RS et al.
(rare visitors to the coastal plain)

Inland Dotterel – 1, 05/01/15,
Damboring, between Pithara and
Balidu (Wongan Hills-Ballidu) – PL
(uncommon in the south-west)

Fairy Martin – 1, 08/03/15, Nairns
(Coodanup) – CL (rarely reported
in metro area away from isolated
breeding colonies; possibly
increasing)

Masked Lapwing – 1 subspecies
novaehollandiae, 31/12/14,
Denmark area (Denmark) – AC
* 2 subspecies novaehollandiae,
10/01/15, Ocean Beach
(Denmark) – SR (rare in southwest, but seemingly establishing
along the eastern south coast

SOUTH WEST (Shark
Bay to Cape Arid)
Wandering Albatross [sp.] –
1 nominate antipodensis or
amsterdamensis, 07/02/15,
BirdLife WA Pelagic off Albany
– JG et al. (both taxa rarely
reported off WA; distant
photographs)

Royal Spoonbill – 1, 06/02/15,
overflying Birralee Reserve
(Innaloo) – SF (rare in the southwest)

LIGHT-MANTLED SOOTY
ALBATROSS – 1, 21/02/15,
Bremer Canyon, off Bremer
Bay (Jerramungup) – KL (rarely
reported off WA; photographs)

Australian Bustard – 1, 21/01/15,
West Road (Bullsbrook) – LD & JT
(rare visitor to the coastal plain)

BARAU’S PETREL – 1, 17/02/15,
Bremer Canyon, off Bremer Bay
(Jerramungup) – GS & KL (3rd
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record for Australia; 1st record
for Western Australia; subject to
BARC acceptance; photographs)

Barau’s Petrel off Bremer Bay.
Photo by Georgina Steytler
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Japanese Sparrowhawk – 1, 1017/12/14, Home Island – RB
et al. (rare visitor to Australian
territory; subject to BARC
acceptance)

and spreading westwards;
photographs)
Ruff – 2 (1 male and 1 female),
08/01/15, Boggy Bay (Murray) –
MC et al. (uncommon visitor to
south-west)

EURASIAN HOBBY – 1, 0409/12/14, Direction Island - PJ
& GC (rare vagrant to Australian
territory; subject to BARC
acceptance; photographs)

Masked Owl – 1 heard, 23/01/15,
Shannon campground (Manjimup)
– PT & RF (rarely reported
resident)
Rufous Treecreeper – 1, 08/01/15,
Boggy Bay (Murray) – MC et al.
(rarely reported on the Swan
Coastal Plain)

Oriental Plover at Point Moore (see
also p8). Photo by Bill Belson

COCOS (KEELING)
ISLANDS

Hodgson’s Hawk-Cuckoo – 1,
04-28/12/14, West Island - PJ
& GC (rare visitor to Australian
territory; subject to BARC
acceptance)

Eurasian Teal – 1, 12/14-01/15,
Becek Besar – PJ & GC (rare
vagrant to Australian territory;
long-staying individual)

Blue and White Flycatcher – 1,
06-07/12/14, motel, West
Island - PJ & GC (rare visitor to
Australian territory; subject to
BARC acceptance)

ARID ZONE
Inland Dotterel – 51+, 1727/03/15, c. 100 km SE of
Wiluna (Wiluna) – BG, JG et al.
(high count)
Spinifexbird – several, 1727/03/15, several locations c.
100 km SE of Wiluna (Wiluna)
– BG, JG et al. (south-west of
reported range)

KIMBERLEY
Semipalmated Plover – 1,
16/01/15, sewage ponds
(Broome) – PB & DM (vagrant
to Australia; presumed same
bird that has visited Broome
area annually for a number of
years now; subject to BARC
acceptance)
EURASIAN CURLEW – 1, 10/02/15,
Roebuck Bay near Broome Bird
Observatory (Broome) – NJ
(vagrant to Australia; subject to
BARC acceptance)
Oriental Pratincole – 100,000+,
17/01/15, Roebuck Plains, Great
Northern Hwy (Broome) – PB &
DM (high count)
White Wagtail – 1 (probable
subspecies baicalensis),
16/01/15, sewage ponds
(Broome) – PB & DM (rare visitor
to Australia; subject to BARC
acceptance)

CHRISTMAS ISLAND
Cinnamon Bittern – 1, 0207/03/15, Christmas Island
(exact location unknown) – JDC,
RB et al. (vagrant to Australian
territory; subject to BARC
acceptance; photographs)

Large Hawk-Cuckoo – 1, 02/12/14,
West Island - PJ & GC (rare
visitor to Australian territory;
subject to BARC acceptance)

COTTON PYGMY-GOOSE
(probably Asian subspecies
coromandelianus) – 1, 01/15,
Becek Besar - PJ & GC (possibly
1st record of subspecies in
Australian territory; rare vagrant
to Cocos; photographs)
Chinese Pond Heron – 1,
03/12/14, island off Home Island
– PJ & GC * 1, 17/01/15, Home
Island – PJ & GC (rare visitor to
Australian territory; subject to
BARC acceptance)
Malayan Night Heron – 2, 2526/01/15, West Island - PJ &
GC (rare visitor to Australian
territory; subject to BARC
acceptance; photographs)
YELLOW BITTERN – 1, 04/12/14,
West Island – TS * 1, 2631/12/14, various locations, West
Island - PJ & GC * 1, 05/01/15,
Home Island – PJ & GC (rare
vagrant to Australian territory;
subject to BARC acceptance)
VON SCHRENCK’S BITTERN – 1,
05/01/15, Home Island - PJ &
GC (rare vagrant to Australian
territory; subject to BARC
acceptance; photographs)
WESTERN OSPREY – 1, 01/15,
Quarantine Station – PJ & GC
(1st record for Australian territory
subject to BARC acceptance; see
also WABN 153)
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OBSERVERS
AC = Alistair Clark
BB = Bill Belson
BiB = Bill Betts
BG = Bruce Greatwich
CL = Craig Lester
DJ = Darryl Jones
DM = Dan Mantle
FH = Floyd Holmes
GC = Geof Christie
GS = Georgina Steytler
HT = Heather Thorning
JA = John Anderson
JDC = Jan & Dave Crossley
JG = John Graff
JS = Jennie Stock
JT = John Trainor
KL = Keith Lightbody
LD = Lucy Dadour
LN = Lauren Newman
LP = Louis Purdy
MB = Mandy Bamford
MC = Mike Craig
MN = Mark Newman
NJ = Nigel Jackett
NW = Nathan Waugh
PB = Plaxy Barratt
PGA = Pam & George Agar
PJ = Pam Jones
PL = Phil Lewis
PT = Peter Taylor
RB = Richard Baxter
RF = Rose Ferrell
RS = Rod Smith
SF = Stewart Ford
SIW = Sandra & Ian Wallace
SR = Steve Reynolds
TS = Tom Smith
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BirdLife WA reports
CHAIR’S REPORT
I have to admit that it is with some surprise that I find
myself once again in the position of Chair of the WA
Branch of BirdLife Australia. I think it is five years since
I was last on the Executive Committee, six years since I
was on the national Council/Board and 12 years since I
was Chair; and returning to that position isn’t a decision
I made lightly. However, jokes about me having my arm
twisted are misplaced. It is a position that takes up a
bit of time but I believe that any time put into BirdLife
is time well-spent, as it is a way for an individual to
make a difference. We all have other lives, and the
likelihood of me restoring that old 4WD in the garage is
looking very slim indeed, but the opportunity to make a
difference is too good to turn down. And goodness knows
we need to make that difference. Since I was last Chair,
populations of shorebirds have crashed due to loss of
tidal environments in East Asia, hundreds of hectares of
pristine native vegetation have been cleared around Perth
for ill-planned and unsustainable urban sprawl, Carnaby’s
Black-Cockatoo seems to be on a downward spiral, the
Western Ground Parrot was declared a distinct species at
about the time it was found to have declined to just over
100 birds, and close to home the Varied Sittellas stopped
visiting our garden after the last patch of bush just to the
east was cleared.
It is easy to be negative, to list off the losses, but there
are gains, too. Black Swans are now commonplace
on the Swan River, which seems entirely appropriate,
there are some big projects restoring pastoral land in
the Murchison and Kimberley, and fairy-wrens have
returned to the bush down the road from us. In a political
environment that seems at best ambivalent to the
natural environment, community groups are active in
conservation and restoration, while just last year the City
of Joondalup hosted an international conference entitled
‘Biodiverse-cities’.
BirdLife is one of those groups active in conservation;
it is not and never has been a “bird-watching club”. I
like to think that we use birds to attract interest in and
raise awareness of the environment, and in stepping
back onto the Executive Committee, it was gratifying
to see the many ways in which the group is doing just
that. For example, we completed another Great Cocky
Count, with information from this count being used to
identify population trends and guide planning decisions,

and a ‘birdfest’ took place in Albany that attracted a lot
of interest and gave us the opportunity to meet with
representatives of some regional groups. In addition, the
Community Education Group has set itself a punishing
schedule of displays and talks, and the Great Western
Woodland Project is approaching the completion of phase
1. Hooded Plover and Shorebird surveys (Shorebirds
2020) were carried out, with a special thanks to Kim
Onton for coordinating these for some years and who
is now taking a break. Meanwhile, our regular program
of excursions and meetings continues apace, with a
gratifying number of events open to the public. And
we are on Facebook! Public engagement in many and
various ways I see as playing a big part in our future
conservation effort, but more on that later.
It looks to be a busy year ahead with some important
decisions to be made. We have funds for ‘Cockies in
Crisis’, a project studying the forest black-cockatoos
(Forest Red-tailed and Baudin’s), and are in the process
of selecting a project officer. We are also in discussion
with the Botanic Gardens and Parks Authority, Naturalists’
Club, Wildflower Society, Friends of Bold Park and the
Royal Society of WA about a new complex, ‘Serventy
House’, which will hopefully house all these groups in
a new community facility centred on Perry House. The
Great Western Woodland Project needs to move into
‘phase 2’, which will be ongoing monitoring of selected
sites for the next decade, which is either very ambitious
or just a great opportunity, depending upon your outlook.
We need to review our strategic plan and our ‘stable’ of
publications to ensure that we are achieving our goals.
Many other activities are in discussion, and it looks like it
will be an active year especially for ‘the regions’.
Finally I’d like to acknowledge the outgoing Chair, Nic
Dunlop, for successfully juggling work, life and BirdLife,
and to note my appreciation for his decision to return as
joint vice-chair, along with Sue Mather, who has returned
to the Executive Committee after just a year off. I’d
also like to recognise the efforts of outgoing Executive
Committee members Marion Massam and Lorraine
Marshall, and to welcome Vicky Bilney and Paul Netscher
onto the team.
Mike Bamford

Quality of digital photographs
IMPORTANT —PLEASE READ!
When submitting photos for use in WABN, please send a high quality image, eg, 300 dpi, with a file size of
at least 500 kb.
It is suggested that the settings on your digital camera be changed to the maximum resolution (setting).
Another area that could cause a problem is that some e-mail programs automatically reduce the file size so
these settings could be adjusted to maintain the original file size.When e-mailing images please attach them to an
e-mail and not embedded in a Word document or in the e-mail itself.
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Election of Executive Committee
The results of elections held at the annual general
meeting on 23 February 2015 are as follows:
Chair: Mike Bamford; Co Vice Chairs: Sue Mather and
Nic Dunlop; Secretary: Kathryn Napier; Treasurer: Frank
O’Connor; Committee: Vicky Bilney, Mark Henryon,
Paul Netscher, Matthew Pudovskis, Sandra Wallace and
Graham Wooller.
Brief resumes of the 2015 BirdLife Western
Australia Executive Committee
Chair: Dr Michael Bamford. Mike joined BirdLife
Australia (then the RAOU) in 1979 during the first Atlas
project, and has been an active member ever since. He
was on the WA committee from 1995 to 2011, was Chair
of the WA Group from 2002 to 2005 and sat on national
council from 2005 to 2011.
Mike studied biology at Murdoch University from 19771980 and in 1986 completed his PhD on the impact of
fire upon small vertebrates (including birds) in Banksia
woodland. Upon completion of his PhD, he and his
wife, Mandy, established a small business as consulting
zoologists and environmental educators. In addition, Mike
is an occasional lecturer in Zoology at Curtin and Murdoch
Universities in Perth. Mike wrote the weekly science and
environment column (‘The Wild Side’) that ran from 1997
to 2003 in The West Australian, and he and Mandy are
regulars on ABC radio. He is also a scientific illustrator,
having contributed to some of the HANZAB volumes and
to the New Atlas.
Mike stood for Chair of the WA Executive Committee
in order to help with the steady growth of BirdLife.
His vision for the organisation is for it to continue to
expand as a body that is basically about conservation of
birds and the Australian landscape, through supporting
birdwatchers, encouraging research, engaging in
conservation and raising the profile of birds in the wider
community.
Co Vice Chairs
Suzanne Mather has been a member of Birds Australia
since the early 1980s but did not become actively
involved in the organisation until retirement 16 years
ago. Since then she has deepened her knowledge of
birds by completing a Graduate Degree in Ornithology at
Charles Sturt University. In the ensuing years she was on
the Executive Committee and subsequently in the position
of Chair for three years. She was part of the Australasian
Ornithological Conference 2007 organising committee,
on the Excursions Committee, and has assisted in many
BWA projects, excursions and campouts. Currently she
is a Co-Editor of Western Australian Bird Notes, and coordinates the ongoing Rottnest shorebird and bushbird
surveys. She nominated as a committee member with
BirdLife Western Australia in 2015, specifically to work
with the black cockatoo project staff. Sue is passionate
about the conservation of Australia’s native birds and
sees BirdLife as playing an important role in this.
Dr Nic Dunlop is an animal ecologist. He has worked for
35 years as a citizen scientist supported by a variety of
day jobs including as a consultant, research coordinator,
lecturer, environmental officer in two mining companies,
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environmental regulator with Mines & Petroleum, a tour
guide and as a fisheries and biodiversity officer with a
conservation NGO. For the last 11 years he has worked
with the Conservation Council of WA where he currently
runs the ‘Citizen Science for Ecological Monitoring’
Program.
Nic works on the ecology of a range of animal species
and communities but his central passion is seabirds.
He continues two long-term demographic studies of
tern colonies, one in its 28th consecutive year and the
other in its 20th, both with increasing relevance to a
changing ocean climate. Nic’s other bird related research
interests include the use of both marine and bushbirds
in monitoring ecosystem change and environmental
contaminants.
Secretary: Dr Kathryn Napier. Kathryn has served
on the Executive Committee for the last year, and is
extending her involvement this year in the position of
Secretary and a member of the BWA Research Subcommittee. Kathryn has enjoyed the last year serving
on the EC, and aims to become more actively involved
this year by expanding on the knowledge gained this past
year. She appreciates the passion fellow EC members
demonstrate for bird conservation, and hopes to learn
even more from the diverse range of knowledgeable
individuals that form the EC. Her background is in
research, particularly avian digestive physiology, and is
currently employed at Murdoch University. She volunteers
for citizen science bird banding and survey projects
whenever she can.
Treasurer: Frank O’Connor has been on the BWA
Committee since 2012 and previously from 2002 to
2009. He has been responsible for the finances, and
has been elected Treasurer. He has revised the Chart of
Accounts, developed the BWA budget and has specified
a standard Chart of Accounts for all members of the
BirdLife Australia network. Frank is a member of the
Community Education Committee where he helps to
organise and present the Bird Identification Workshops
and Winter Classes. He created and still catalogues the
BirdLife WA digital image library, which has over 9000
images. He is involved with the proposal for Serventy
House (a joint location for BWA, WA Naturalists, WA
Wildflower Society, Friends of Bold Park) to replace
Peregrine House. Previously Frank was the Sightings
Officer and he helped to create BWA’s web site to allow
the Bird Guide brochures to be available online, and
subsequently the incorporation of the web site into the
national web site. He organised the Perth pelagic seabird
trips for many years. Frank has an MBA from UWA and he
worked at the Argyle Diamond Mine for 14 years where
he was involved in developing several of their computing
systems, and he was the Mining Department’s Business
Analyst for seven years, where he was responsible for
the department’s annual operating and capital budgets,
monthly reports and capital equipment requests.
Committee
Vicky Bilney: The German-born biologist developed a
strong interest in birds when she first had a chance to
get close and personal with WA’s unique environment in
2003. Vicky joined Birds Australia in 2004, and was part
of the first team of volunteer caretakers of the Eyre Bird
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Observatory in 2005. Since 2006 (and her immigration
to Australia), Vicky has worked in eco tourism, business
management, community capacity building, and bird
conservation at Stirling Range Retreat, the YongergnowOngerup Community Resource Centre and Yongergnow
Australian Malleefowl Centre in Ongerup.
Until her baby break in 2013/14, Vicky was involved in
several committees, including the Yongergnow board, the
Friends of the Western Ground Parrot committee and the
board of the Malleefowl Preservation Group. She has been
and is an active bird and bush walk leader and volunteer
participant in a number of bird and fauna surveys in
Gondwana Link’s wider ‘FitzStirling’ area, these days
proudly supported by her partner Paul and her little field
assistant Benedict.
Mark Henryon: Mark’s childhood interest in birds
became an active pastime when he lived and worked in
Denmark (Europe). He is a member of BirdLife Australia
and the Danish Ornithological Society. Mark is looking
forward to contributing to BirdLife Australia and has
joined the executive committee as an ordinary member.
Mark works as a geneticist for the Danish pig industry.
He currently spends about four months of each year in
Denmark.
Paul Netscher: Paul has been in the construction
industry for 28 years in South Africa and Australia.
Employed in a senior capacity, including being on
the executive committee of a large multi-national
construction company in South Africa, he has a sound
business, financial and management experience. Being
interested in birds from childhood, he has been a
member of BirdLife South Africa for 20 years and BirdLife
Australia for four.
In a volunteer capacity he is chairman of the council
of owners for a 36 unit strata titled complex in Perth,
and helps with office duties at BirdLife. Paul is semiretired having written and published two construction
management books last year and is currently writing two
other books. He has the time and availability to help
BirdLife WA.

Matthew Pudovskis is an Assistant State Solicitor at
the State Solicitor’s Office, practicing in native title and
environmental law. Matthew has Honours degrees in law
and science from UWA, and in 2012-2013 completed
a Master of Laws at the University of British Columbia,
Vancouver, focusing on Canadian Aboriginal law and
environmental law. Matthew has previously served on the
councils of the Friends of the Western Australian Museum
and the National Environmental Law Association (WA
branch). Matthew has had an interest in birds since early
childhood membership in the Gould League. Matthew is a
returning member to BirdLife Australia and has joined the
executive committee as an ordinary member.
Sandra Wallace is a keen birdwatcher and photographer
and has been a member of BirdLife since 2011. She has
served on the Executive Committee for the past year. For
the last three years she has been active in the BirdLife
WA Photogroup, organising activities and excursions for
members, and in preparing slideshows and photo displays
for BirdLife meetings, community events and library
displays. She has set up our first Phototwitch for BirdLife
WA, which will now continue to be part of the Birdlife WA
contribution to the National Bird Week. She has assisted
each year in the production of the BirdLife WA calendars
to raise funds for the Australasian Bittern research.
She frequently attends birdlife walks and meetings
and communicates with numerous other birders (nonphotogroup) via Flickr, Facebook and community groups
online. Sandra has a MSc from the UWA and worked first
as a biochemist before teaching high school science and
biological sciences.
Graham Wooller is a retired company secretary, and
has been a member of BirdLife Australia since 2003.
He has served on the Executive Committee of BirdLife
WA since 2006 and has held the positions of Vice Chair
and Branch Secretary in recent years. He continues
to represent the Executive Committee on the General
Council of the Conservation Council of WA. He has
assisted at conferences in Albany and Perth in 2006
and 2007 and with the Conservation Forum held in
Perth in 2011. He is again a member of the Executive
Committee.

BWA MEMBERS
BWA volunteers

ANZANG photography awards to Keith Lightbody

Congratulations and a big thank you to the following
members who have given BirdLife invaluable support for
25 years:

Congratulations to Keith Lightbody who has recently
had success in two categories of the 2014 Australian
Geographic National Photographer of the Year (ANZANG)
competition (see p47).

Mel Berris, Donald Carter, Gordon Elliott, Maureen
Francesconi, Lawrence Frizzell, Gwen Goodreid,
Verna Howell, John Lauri, Katherine Mathwin, Mavis
Norgard, Hilda Price, Martin Reeve, Angela Sanders,
Peter Sandilands, Richard Shore, Elizabeth Spoor, John
Stewart, Mary Vaughan, Judith Voutsinas and Toni
Webster.
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BirdLife has been the grateful recipient of many of Keith’s
cockatoo photographs which have been invaluable in
preparing workshop presentations.
The exhibition was on show at the WA Museum until 1
June.
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WA Branch monthly meeting — guest speaker
The Branch was fortunate in securing Tim Low as the
guest speaker for the March meeting, drawing a record
attendance of 125 members and visitors.
Tim Low is a well-known biologist and prize-winning
author of seven books. His latest book, Where Song
Began: Australia’s Birds and How They Changed the
World, hit best-seller lists and won People’s Choice at the
recent Victorian Premier’s Literary Awards. Tim is a writer
who can communicate the wonders of the natural world
to the community and readers of his riveting books.
In his well-illustrated talk, Tim briefly covered some
chapters of this book.

Tim Low, guest speaker at the BWA monthly meeting
held 23 March. Photo by Sue Mather
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An earlier book, Feral Future, inspired the formation of
a new NGO, the Invasive Species Council, which Tim
represented at the 18th Global Biodiversity Forum in
Mexico. Tim has written magazine columns, discovered
new lizard species, and helps run the Christmas Island
bird week each year.
He has contributed significantly to ecological thinking and
environmental policy in Australia.
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BirdLife WA PROJECTS
Results of the Hooded Plover survey,
February, 2015
Introduction

Mandurah
The largest concentration of Hooded Plover was found
around the middle lakes in Yalgorup National Park,
Martins Tank (34), Lake Pollard (13) and Lake Yalgorup
(8).

The aim of the annual Hooded Plover survey is to
check on the size of the West Australian Hooded Plover
population, the recruitment of juveniles and their
distribution. This year, the survey was conducted on
8 and 9 February 2015, coinciding with the BirdLife
Australia Shorebird 2020 survey.

Water levels at Lake Clifton were starting to drop quite
quickly. Fox and fox cubs were seen on the eastern
side of Lake Clifton and judging from the many piles of
feathers they were having a feast. A few weeks after the
shorebird count, a flock of Hooded Plover (47) was seen
on the east side of Lake Clifton.

The plans for 2015 needed some adjusting as bush fires
raged along the south coast near Northcliffe and in the
Shannon National Park. The Department of Parks and
Wildlife imposed access restrictions to the Shannon
and Leeuwin Naturaliste National Park due to fire bans.
Access to the Cape to Cape track was closed. As a result
the survey was postponed in some areas. The Cape to
Cape region was surveyed on 21 and 22 February 2015.

Acknowledgements to Myalup Bird Observers Group, Kate
Robinson, Errol Harwood, Bill Russell and Bob Paterson.

The survey meets one of the conservation strategies
listed in the Hooded Plover Management Plan (20022012) (Raines 2002) for Western Australia: to collect
data that will help focus and prioritise management effort
further at sites of importance to Hooded Plovers and
locate other, as yet undiscovered, sites of importance in
Western Australia.

During the survey no Hooded Plovers were detected in
Geographe Bay but a few weeks later a pair turned up at
Eagle Bay. Sooty Oystercatchers were also seen at Eagle
Bay. Eight Rock Parrots were seen near Boodjidup Creek.

The information collected by our volunteers during the
survey supplements information obtained in previous
years (Singor 2014), helps identify conservation threats
and highlights variations in population densities. They
also show the congregation sites favoured by Hooded
Plovers over summer.
Results
The total number of Hooded Plovers counted was 872
(Table 1, see next page). The Esperance data did not
distinguish between adults and juveniles, preventing
recruitment rates from being calculated. The combined
survey results from 1995 to 2015 are shown in Table 2
(see p17).
Northern Wheatbelt
A six kilometre stretch of beach was surveyed at South
Greenough where Grey Plover (5), Common Sandpiper
(10), Sanderling (6) and Eastern Osprey (1) were
sighted. The wider northern wheatbelt still remains
by and large unchartered territory in regards to our
knowledge about Hooded Plover distribution. Hooded
Plovers were observed at Leeman Lakes (12) and Jurien
Bay (3). The ponds at the Sandy Cape gypsum mine
were home to 242 Banded Stilts.

Margaret River
Dunsborough Coast and Land Care (D-CALC) and the
Meelup Regional Park Management Committee assisted in
conducting surveys around Dunsborough.

The Hooded Plover survey for the Cape Naturaliste to
Cape Leeuwin region was very comprehensive with
virtually all beaches covered. Reports were received of
breeding Hooded Plovers in the months preceding the
survey, indicating quite a successful breeding season.
Breeding reports came from Ellensbrook Beach (runners
January 2015), Boranup Beach (runners January 2015),
Redgate Beach (nest December 2014), Boodjidup Creek
(nest December 2014) and Bob’s Hollow (nest December
2014).
Acknowledgements to Jessica Worrall, Jenny Kikeros,
Natalie and Colin Bell, Tracy Skipping, Sally Wylie,
Christine Fleay (DPaW), Janet Dufall, Jane Scott, Wally
Smith, Deb Hook, Boyd Wykes, Ian Rooke, Peter St ClairBaker, Ron Glencross, Logan Anderson, Amelia Glass,
Don Hanran-Smith, Bob and Pip Jarvis, Kay Lehman,
Marie and Robert Ginbey, John Lang, Sandy Polley, Bryce
Godfrey, A. Nichols, Mariee Bougher, Steven Casan and
Jan and Bruce Macaulay.
Walpole-Denmark-Albany

Perth

Conspicuous Cliffs Beach was littered with ash and burnt
leaves from the Shannon bush fires, but two Hooded
Plover were still seen on the beach. Many other beaches
reported large quantities of burnt leaves washed up by
the tides and buried in a layer just beneath the sand.
Four Rock Parrots were sighted at Buff Beach, east of
Cheyne Beach. At Quarram Nature Reserve two pairs of
Hooded Plovers with juveniles were sighted and judging
by their behaviour these had bred at Sharp Rock and
Eagles Nest earlier in the year. Quarram Nature Reserve
is important to Hooded Plover as it is a regular breeding
location.

No observations from the Perth metropolitan area.
Acknowledgements to Colin Heap.

Acknowledgements to Tina Smith, Virginia Jealous,
Andrea Endacott, Christine Wilder, Barbara and John

Acknowledgements to Sue Harris, Sean Plozza, Philippa
Schmucker and Paulina Wittwer.
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Table 1. Results of Hooded Plover survey February 2015
Areas

Summer Survey 7 and 8 February 2015
Numbers

Shark Bay to Perth

15 (includes 1 juvenile)

Wetlands between Rockingham and Mandurah

0

Beaches from Mandurah to Leschenault Inlet

0

Yalgorup National Park. (Yalgorup HPMR*)

64

Geographe Bay

0

Beaches from Cape Naturaliste to Augusta (Naturaliste-Augusta HPMR)

27 (includes 4 juveniles)

Beaches from Augusta to Broke Inlet

3

Beaches from Broke Inlet (Walpole) to Beaufort Inlet (east of Albany)
(Walpole-Denmark HPMR)

21 (includes 3 juveniles)

Beaches from Beaufort Inlet to Hopetoun (Bremer Bay-Hopetoun HPMR)

41 (includes 15 juveniles)

Beaches, coastal- and inland lakes east of Hopetoun to Stokes Inlet

34 (includes 12 juveniles)

Beaches Stokes Inlet to Cape Le Grande

12

Esperance Lakes (Lake Gore system to Mullet Lake) (Esperance HPMR)

615 (includes 5 juveniles)

Beaches east of Cape Le Grande

26

Inland lakes in south-west of the State

14 (includes 2 juveniles)

Total

872 (includes 42 juveniles * )

Note:

HPMR = Hooded Plover Management Region (see Raines 2002).
* juveniles not counted separately at Esperance HPMR

Dunnett, Gary Schwab, Ross Blechynden, Fred and Anne
Bondin, Michael Burns, Carol-laine Trethowan, Jeanne
and Colin Steele, Beryl Meulenbroek, Robin Day, Karlene
Bain, Timothy Andrews, Lynn Charlesworth, Paul and Ros
Anderton, Shaun Welsh, Andrea Deegan, Anne Pollikett
and Peter Taylor.

Water levels at St Mary Inlet and Gordon Inlet were quite
low this year. At Gordons Inlet Red-capped Plover with
chicks were seen. At St Mary Inlet a flock of 27 Hooded
Plovers was seen, including a runner, indicating that
breeding had taken place.
Acknowledgements to Anne Gadsby, Ron and Jan
Waterman, Steve Elson and Laurie Boyle.
Hopetoun

Hooded Plover chicks, Bremer Bay. Photo by Steve
Elson

Beaches around Hopetoun were covered extensively
as were the lakes in the Lake Shaster Nature Reserve
and the Jerdacuttup Lake Nature Reserve. Hooded
Plovers were found in a mixed flock of Sharp-tailed
Sandpipers, Red-necked Stints and Curlew Sandpipers
at the Jerdacuttup Lake Nature Reserve. These reserves
would benefit if they were covered by Western Shield.
Breeding was confirmed at a salt lake near Powell Point at
Starvation Boat Harbour.
Acknowledgements to John Tucker, Noelle Young, Chris
Biddulph, Merle Bennett, Rosemary Jasper and Owen and
Mary Smith.

Bremer Bay

Esperance

At Wellstead estuary a pair of Hooded Plover raised three
young successfully (see photo).

The lakes around Esperance contained the largest
concentrations of the Hooded Plover population. Notable
were Lake Warden (207), Carbul Lake (96), Lake Gore
(36) and Station Lake (57). A few inland lakes north of
Esperance held 118 and 48 Hooded Plovers respectively.

A pair was found breeding in Dillon Bay in late January
2015. The nesting site was located at the rear of a
primary dune system approximately 150 m from the
high-tide mark. The nest was unlined but on a slightly
raised hump located in a valley between the end of the
primary dunes and the start of the secondary dunes. The
nest was also in an area supporting exposed sandstone
rocks of various shapes and sizes. Many of the exposed
rocks had shades of black, which also assisted in
camouflaging the incubating bird.
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At Alexander Bay two Rock Parrots were sighted. At
Stokes Inlet there were 46 Chestnut Teal and Red-capped
Plover runners. There were 17 Hooded Plovers counted
in Yokinup Bay. At Eleven Mile Beach, Esperance, Hooded
Plovers were seen with a flock of Sanderlings along with
a few Sooty Oystercatchers. The same beach had no less
than 43 Sooty Oystercatchers.
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216

1686

95

92

267

17

Esperance Lakes (Lake
Gore system to Mullet
Lake) (Esperance HPMR)

Beaches east of Cape Le
Grande

Percentage of
recruitment

34

23%

50

8.40%

131
7.60%

39

16
5.30%

39

731

Total

Juveniles

100

Inland lakes in south
west of the State
553

213

Beaches Stokes Inlet to
Cape Le Grande

10

27

Beaches east of
Hopetoun to Stokes Inlet

40

Beaches from Beaufort
Inlet to Hopetoun
(Bremer Bay-Hopetoun
HPMR)

104

12

Beaches east of
Denmark to west of
Beaufort Inlet (Albany
area)

25

9

Beaches from east of
Broke Inlet to Denmark
(Walpole-Denmark
HPMR)

40

2

35

0

Beaches from Augusta to
Broke Inlet.

Beaches from Cape
Naturaliste to Augusta
(Naturaliste-Augusta
HPMR)

Geographe Bay

170

Yalgorup National Park.
(Yalgorup HPMR*)

90

0

Mar
2002

Beaches from Mandurah
to Leschenault Inlet

Sep
1998

0

JanFeb
1998

Wetlands between
Rockingham and
Mandurah

JanFeb
1996
0

AugSep
1995

Shark Bay to Perth

Jan
1995

Table 2: Hooded Plover survey results, 1995-2015		
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5

44

2
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2
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0
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16%

80

495

128

4
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2
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2
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0

0

1
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2004

12%

75

623

84

19

43

8

123

150

33

1

16

2

144

0

0

0

Feb
2005

6.50%

44

675

26

26

88

84

315

15

24

4

23

2

68

0

0

0

Feb
2006

7.80%

45

572

57

19

99

58

132

36

29

10

33

2

97

0

0

0

Feb
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10%

37

368

36

9

136

0

29

13

26

4

25

2

88

0

0

0

Feb
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4.90%

18

367

83

21

111

0

0

6

21

9

15

0
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0

0

0
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2009

6.50%

40

616

57
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229

39

2

26

26

4

107

0

0

0
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Note: HPMR = Hooded Plover Management Region.
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9

21
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6
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60

2
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2
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0
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0

0

0
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564

4
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4
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22

7
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0
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0
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7
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2
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3
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1
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0

0
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70

678

51

18
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32
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4

28

0
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9
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2014

42

872

14

26

615

12
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0
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0

0
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Inland lakes
Hooded Plovers were present at Lake Coyrecup, Lake
Ewlyamartup, Bob’s Lake and Lake Anderson.
At Lake Ewlyamartup Hooded Plovers made a breeding
attempt but the nest was later abandoned. Recreational
pressures are probably the reason for the breeding
failure. The Wagin lakes were dry. No Hooded Plovers
were sighted at Tom South Lake or Chillingup Lake. At
Lake Anderson two Hooded Plover were present.
Acknowledgements to David Secomb and Steve Elson.
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Eastern Osprey nesting tower, Pelican Point
The Swan Estuary Reserves Action Group (SERAG), which
BirdLife WA supports, has recently launched an Eastern
Osprey nesting tower on the foreshore at Pelican Point,
Crawley. The Branch was represented at the event where
the tower was launched by the Member for Nedlands, the
Hon. Bill Marmion. Tony Jones, the sculptor who created
the tower, spoke as did Robert Drewe, on his memories
of growing up on the Swan River. Prof Lyn Beasley gave
an interesting talk on the species, so the tower was well
launched. This well placed substantial structure has yet
to prove its value but ospreys have already been seen
perching on this platform which gives a great eagle-eye
view of the estuary. (see photo, p2)
SERAG, a volunteer group, is engaged in re-vegetation
projects, landcare and maintenance and community
education initiatives to ensure the ecological health of the
river’s nature reserves and marine parks, of which Pelican
Point is one.
Weekly Tuesday evening bird surveys of the Pelican Point
Marine Park and Reserve date back to 1971 and are
currently led by Charles Merriam. The results of these
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surveys, although recording a maximum of 35 species,
indicate the continued decline of particularly waders in
the area*.
Suzanne Mather
* To find out more about the value of these surveys, see
the following:
Creed, K. E., and Bailey, M. (2009). Continuing decline
in wader populations at Pelican Point, W.A. Stilt 56,
10–14.

Shorebird counts at the Serpentine River
Reserve, 2012-2015
The Serpentine River wetlands form part of a chain of
shorebird feeding and roosting grounds that fringe the
Peel Inlet and Harvey Estuary, in Western Australia
(Singor 2003). Peel Inlet and Harvey Estuary are
classified as an Important Bird Area and contain several
shorebird sites including Austin Bay, Creery Island,
Boundary Island and Kooljerrenup Nature Reserve. The
Serpentine River Reserve (32° 34̍’ S, 115° 45̍’ E) is
located in the northern part of Peel Inlet, near the suburb
of Nairns. Shallow mud banks and samphire wetlands
have formed on both sides of the river outlet.
The general area has been surveyed previously for
shorebirds by Baker (1988) and Singor (2003), but
surveys by Singor and Lester (2013) and the current
survey are more intensive and provide an up to date
summary of shorebird populations in this important area.
Intensive surveys were conducted by one of us (Craig
Lester) over a three year period and this has provided an
unprecedented data base on shorebirds in the northern
part of the Peel Inlet. The wetlands were surveyed on a
near daily basis from August 2012 to March 2015. The
total number of surveys conducted was 846. The surveys
covered the samphire wetlands on the western side of
the Serpentine River, the beach shore line and mudflats
on both sides of the Serpentine River estuary.
The summary of findings are specific to the shorebirds
observed at the Serpentine River Reserve and probably
provide a barometer to the shorebird movements, arrival
times and departure cycles across the wider Peel-Harvey
Inlet.
Summary of shorebirds
Australian Pied Oystercatcher (Haematopus
longirostris). There was generally a pair of Australian Pied
Oystercatchers present at the Serpentine River Reserve.
They can be seen throughout the year and occasionally
their number will increase to 3 or 4. There was a short
influx in late January 2013 when numbers rose to 11. The
species has been known to breed on the grassed beach
verge to the west of the reserve (Singor 2003).
Black-winged Stilt (Himantopus himantopus). Blackwinged Stilts were present throughout the surveys and
their highest numbers were recorded from November to
January with another peak in May to June.
Red-necked Avocet (Recurvirostra novaehollandiae).
Red-necked Avocet numbers have remained constant
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over the years, peaking during September and October
when moderate sized (150-250) flocks appeared in
the northern section of the Peel Inlet. This pattern
was consistent over the three years the surveys were
conducted.
Banded Stilt (Cladorhynchus leucocephalus). The
presence of the Banded Stilt at the Serpentine River
Reserve does not follow any fixed pattern. Seasonal
movements are unpredictable and when present at the
reserve numbers are generally low, 10-20. There was a
small increase (20-60) in numbers over February/March
2013. Maximum number sighted 69 in March 2015.
Grey Plover (Pluvialis squatarola). There were 1-3 Grey
Plovers present at the Serpentine River Reserve over
the summer months but the species was largely absent
over the winter period May to September, although three
overwintered in 2014.
Red-capped Plover (Charadrius ruficapillus). Redcapped Plovers were common throughout the surveys
with numbers peaking in September and October and
then declining from January onwards particularly over
the period April to July when high water levels reduced
suitable habitat.
Greater Sand Plover (Charadrius leschenaultii). Present
between late August and December, mostly sighted as a
solitary bird though sometimes two were seen.
Black-fronted Dotterel (Elseyornis melanops). No
specific trends were identified with the Black-fronted
Dotterel. Sightings were scattered throughout the year,
in all months except January and February. There was a
concentration in observations from April to August when
numbers were usually below five and a large influx of
birds during the winter months of 2014 when a maximum
of 28 was reported. Black-fronted Dotterel was absent for
lengthy periods.
Red-kneed Dotterel (Erythrogonys cinctus). The Redkneed Dotterel was mainly observed during the months
April to September, periodically quite common, at other
times absent for long periods. It frequents the small
pools in the samphire wetlands, often staying close
to the pool fringes and thereby easily overlooked with
numbers generally below five birds. A maximum of 35
was reported in May 2013.
Black-tailed Godwit (Limosa limosa). The Black-tailed
Godwit was uncommon, observed in low numbers (1-2)
in the months November and December. It was present in
two of the survey years: 2012 and 2013.

Bar-tailed Godwit (Limosa lapponica). The first Bartailed Godwit arrived in October. Its migration pattern
was consistent at the Serpentine River Reserve. Numbers
increased and peaked throughout November and
December and then started to taper off in January and
February. A few Bar-tailed Godwits remained present in
March and April and these are probably birds that did not
undertake the return migration and will overwinter in the
Peel-Harvey Inlet. A small number (3) overwintered in
2013. The highest count was 64 in November 2012.
Whimbrel (Numenius phaeopus). Whimbrel was
uncommon and sighted in the months October to
January, usually seen as solitary birds though there were
a few records of 2 and 3 birds. Present in all four survey
years.
Eastern Curlew (Numenius madagascariensis).
Uncommon — a few sightings of solitary birds in summer
and winter. Present in two of the survey years: 2012 and
2013.
Terek Sandpiper (Xenus cinereus). Terek Sandpiper was
uncommon and sighted in the months September (late)
to December, in low numbers (1 to 2). A maximum of
4 was sighted in October 2014. Present in three survey
years: 2012, 2013 and 2014.
Common Sandpiper (Actitis hypoleucos). Common
Sandpiper numbers have remained consistent throughout
the years. They first arrived in late July or early August
and had all departed by the first week in March.
Generally one or two were seen along the banks of the
Serpentine River although on occasions sightings of up to
three and four have been reported.
Grey-tailed Tattler (Tringa brevipes). Regular sightings
were made of Grey-tailed Tattler at the Serpentine River
Reserve. Most sightings were of solitary birds though up
to six have been recorded from October until April.
Common Greenshank (Tringa nebularia). The first
Common Greenshank arrived towards the end of
August and numbers build up through September. They
maintained a population of 5-10 at the Serpentine River
Reserve, with occasional peaks over October, November
and December when up to 30 were sighted. These
increases were short lived and might have been due
to disturbances elsewhere in the Peel Inlet. Wintering
Common Greenshank (1-2) were observed in three of the
survey years: 2012, 2013 and 2014.
Ruddy Turnstone (Arenaria interpres). Ruddy
Turnstones first arrived in early September and were

Figure 1: Total number of shorebirds present at Nairns from July 2012 to March 2015.
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sighted through to January, usually in low numbers (14) though up to 15 were seen on 21 October 2014. They
tended to show up for a week and then move on. The
high number was possible due to coastal storms driving
them inland.
Great Knot (Calidris tenuirostris). Uncommon at the
Serpentine River Reserve with most sightings from
November and December and in low numbers (1-5). It
was present in all four of the survey years, with a few
records in January and March.
Red Knot (Calidris canutus). Uncommon at the
Serpentine River Reserve with sightings from August,
November, December and January. It is usually present
as solitary birds though sometimes in low numbers (3-5).
Most sightings were made in November and December
and present in all four of the survey years. It is often in
mixed flocks with Great Knot. The maximum count of 10
Red Knot was in November 2014.
Red-necked Stint (Calidris ruficollis). Small flocks are
known to overwinter around the Peel Inlet and Harvey
Estuary with numbers increasing noticeably in August and
September. It is the first migratory shorebird to arrive
in large numbers. There was a reduction in numbers in
2014 but numbers are known to fluctuate on an annual
basis. Red-necked Stint had the highest count (400) of all
species recorded during the current surveys.
The fluctuations in the number of Red-necked Stint relate
to the level of disturbance and their movement between
the different sites in the Peel- Harvey Inlet and adjacent
lake systems.
Sharp-tailed Sandpiper (Calidris acuminata). Sharptailed Sandpiper first arrived from mid-September
onwards and had departed by early March. When present
numbers are usually in the range between 5-10. A
maximum number of 40 recorded in January 2013.
Curlew Sandpiper (Calidris ferruginea). The first Curlew
Sandpiper arrived from mid-August onwards with the
main influx observed during September and October
and a few sightings in the ensuing months. Numbers
remained low (5 to 10) over the summer season and
sightings ceased after January. The occasional bird
was found to overwinter. The highest count was 98 in
November 2014.

birds between different sites in the Peel-Harvey Inlet. The
shorebirds that frequent the Serpentine River Reserve are
subject to the external disturbances from dog owners,
crabbers, trail bikes, bird photographers, holiday makers
and boat traffic on the river. These activities have a
detrimental impact on the roosting and feeding behaviour
of shorebirds, especially over the summer months.
A total of 28 species was recorded in the surveys in
2012 - 2015 compared with 31 species overall from
previous surveys (Singor 2003). Wader numbers peaked
in September and gradually tailed off towards April. The
highest wader count of 602 was made in October 2013.
Shorebirds were most commonly recorded at tidal pools
in the samphire wetlands, in the shallow water off the
beach and on the sides of the estuary mouth.
The cyclic migration pattern at the Serpentine Reserve
is shown in Figure 1. These numbers reflect the total
number of shorebirds counted and include both migratory
and endemic species.
Craig Lester and Marcus Singor
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Other migratory shorebirds
A few other shorebirds were observed on a sporadic
basis at the Serpentine River Reserve. A Pacific Golden
Plover (Pluvialis fulva) was present during November
and December 2014, a Little Ringed Plover (Charadrius
dubius) was seen for two days in October 2014, and a
Ruff (Philomachus pugnax) was sighted in January 2015.
Other shorebirds sighted were Marsh Sandpiper (Tringa
stagnatilis), Sanderling (Calidris alba) and Long-toed
Stint (C. subminuta).
Discussion
The results of nearly three years of intensive shorebird
surveys are documented. These are the most extensive
ever carried out at this site, providing detailed
information on the current usage of these wetlands by
shorebirds, as well as the arrival and departure patterns
of the migratory shorebirds visiting the Peel Inlet. Shortterm fluctuations in shorebird numbers can be attributed
to factors such as tidal regimes and the exchange of
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Naming of birds
Psittacidae — Parrots
The name parrot comes from Latin psittacus and Greek
psittacos, a parrot.
Rainbow Lorikeet – Trichoglossus haematodus. This
bird is certainly rainbow coloured. The
name lorikeet is the diminutive form of the
Malay word for parrot – luri, subsequently
lory. The genus name of this parrot refers
to its unique tongue which is brush-like or
hairy at the end to facilitate the mopping
up of nectar and pollen from flowers.
Tricho- comes from Greek trikos, hair and
glossa, tongue. The species name refers
to the red breast, (or maybe the more red
underwings?) -haimatodes, being Greek for
blood red. Hence ‘blood red hairy tongue’.
Varied Lorikeet – Psitteuteles versicolor.
This strange genus name seems to have
been made up from psittacus, Latin for
parrot, and two Greek words, eu meaning
very or good; and teleeis, perfect. Thus
we have ‘very good perfect parrot’! The
specific name versicolor means variously
coloured, which gives us ‘very good perfect
variously coloured parrot’! However, the
Varied Lorikeet does not have as many
colours as some of the other parrots.

tail. Rosellas have much wider tails than other parrots
whose tails tend to taper. The specific name comes from
Latin venustus which means charming or graceful. Hence
‘graceful broad-tail’.
Western Rosella – Platycercus icterotis. The direct
translation of this bird’s name is ‘yellow-eared broadtail’, from Greek icterus, meaning yellow
or jaundiced, and –otis meaning eared. At
one stage the RAOU preferred the name
Yellow-cheeked Parrot for this rosella.
Australian Ringneck – Barnardius
zonarius. The genus name Barnardius
honours Edward Barnard who was a civil
servant with a great interest in natural
history. He had responsibility for the
British Crown Colonies, but he had no
direct contact with anything to do with
the collection or naming of this bird. The
specific name comes from Latin zona,
a girdle or belt, hence ‘Barnard’s belted
parrot’. The name refers to the yellow
band across the back of the neck.

Red-capped Parrot – Purpureicephalus
spurius. The genus name means purple
Western Rosella,
or red head, from Greek, porphuroeis,
Denmark. Photo by Ian
purple or red, and kephale, head. The
Wallace
Latin word spurius has various meanings,
for example, not authentic or genuine, or
it can also mean of illegitimate birth. The
English word spurious comes from this source. Heinrich
Purple-crowned Lorikeet – Glossopsitta
Kuhl gave the Red-capped Parrot this Latin name in 1820.
porphyrocephala. The genus name glossopsitta is a
It is thought that the name refers to the fact that the
combination of Latin for parrot, psittacus, and Greek
young bird looks completely different to the parent bird,
glossa, tongue. Hence ‘tongue parrot’ presumably
hence ‘non-authentic or bastard red-head’! Kuhl was a
referring to the importance of the brush-like tongue in
German naturalist and zoologist. In 1820 he visited Java
collecting pollen and nectar. Porphyrocephala refers to
where he collected thousands of skins and skeletons of
the colour of the head, from Greek, porphuroeis, purple,
animals and reptiles including more than 2000 birds.
and kephale, head, ‘purple-headed parrot’.

Regent Parrot – Polytelis anthopeplus. Polytelis is from
Greek poluteles, meaning precious. Anthopeplus comes
from Greek anthos, flower, and peplos, a robe. So we
have ‘precious flower robed bird’ which presumably refers
to the delicate salmon colour of the wing.

Blue Bonnet – Northiella haematogaster. Northiella (the
diminutive form of the name) is named for Alfred John
North, ornithologist and assistant in Ornithology at the
Australian Museum from 1891 to 1917. The name Blue
Bonnet draws attention to the blue forehead and cheeks.
The specific name refers to the red belly, from Greek
haima, blood or blood red and gaster, belly. This gives us
‘North’s blood-red-bellied little bird’. Four subspecies have
been recognised in Australia, only one of which occurs in
Western Australia. This is Northiella narethae, [recently
separated at species level - see lead article in this issue
(Eds)] which is found on the eastern end of the Nullarbor
Plain and which is named after a railway siding on the
Transcontinental Railway, Naretha.

Princess Parrot – Polytelis alexandrae. No doubt about
this name – the bird was named in honour of Princess
Alexandra who became queen when Queen Victoria died.
She was King Edward VII’s consort. The name means
‘Alexandra’s precious bird’. This is a very beautiful parrot
with delicate blue, yellow, pink and olive green markings.
Also known as Queen Alexandra’s Parrot.

Mulga Parrot – Psephotus varius. Psephotus comes from
Greek psephotos meaning mosaic or having different
colours, thus ‘mosaic bird’. This could refer to the delicate
red, blue, green and yellow colours of this lovely bird.
Latin varius means diverse, different or varied, giving the
bird the tautological name of ‘varied mosaic bird’. Also
known as Varied Parrot.

Northern Rosella – Platycercus venustus. The name
rosella comes from the town of Rosehill in New South
Wales where the bird was first identified. Platycercus
means broad-tailed from Greek platus, broad and kerkos,

Budgerigar – Melopsittacus undulatus. The name
Budgerigar is thought to come from an Aboriginal
name described variously as betcherrygah, budgee or
bugerygah. Melopsittacus is derived from Greek melos

Red-winged Parrot – Aprosmictus erythropterus.
Aprosmictus comes from the Greek word aprosmiktos
meaning uncommunicative. Gould regarded members of
this genus as dull and sullen because they were difficult
to tame and reluctant to learn to talk. The species name
describes the colour of the wing, which is the bird’s most
striking feature. From Greek eruthros, red, and pteros,
winged. ‘Uncommunicative red-winged Parrot’.
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meaning tune or song, combined with the name for
a parrot psitta, giving the name ‘tuneful parrot’. The
continuous chattering of a flock of 'budgies' feeding in the
bush is one of the quintessential sounds of Australia. The
specific Latin name undulatus means wavy or scalloped,
referring to the scalloped pattern on the wings.
Bourke’s Parrot – Neopsephotus bourkii. The prefix
neo- is from Greek neos meaning new, giving us ‘new
mosaic bird’. The man in whose honour Bourke’s Parrot
was named was Sir Richard Bourke, governor of New
South Wales and previously lieutenant governor of the
Eastern District of the Cape Colony. He does not appear
to have had any interest in nature or birds.
Elegant Parrot – Neophema elegans. Neophema
from Greek neos, new and euphemos, fair-sounding or
auspicious, a ‘new fair-sounding bird’. Euphema was a
large genus which was split into a number of new ones
including Neophema. Latin elegans means fine, elegant,
handsome or neat, which are all very descriptive of this
lovely little parrot. A ‘handsome new fair-sounding bird’.
Rock Parrot – Neophema petrophila. For genus
explanation see Elegant Parrot above. Petrophila means
rock-loving from Greek petros, rock and -philos, lover.
‘Rock-loving new fair-sounding bird’.

comes from Latin splendidus meaning bright or glittering
which refers to the bright colouration. Only the male bird
has a scarlet chest.
Ground Parrot – Pezoporus wallicus. The genus name
comes from Greek pezoporos, walking or going by
foot. Wallicus is the Modern Latin for Wales, or more
specifically the type locality which is New South Wales.
‘New South Wales walking bird’. Previously known as
Madden’s Swamp Parrot, after Madden’s Plains south
of Sydney. However, there is a Mt Madden in Western
Australia near the Fitzgerald River National Park —
one of the last strongholds of the western subspecies
flaviventris. The name means yellow or golden bellied
from Latin flavus, yellow or blond and venter, belly.
[Editors note: often now considered as a separate
species, Western Ground Parrot].
Night Parrot – Pezoporus occidentalis. See Ground
Parrot above for explanation of the genus name. The
specific name comes from Latin occidentalis meaning
western. The type specimen was collected near Mt
Farmer in Western Australia. This bird is crepuscular,
being active at dawn and dusk in twilight, and nocturnal,
so the name Night Parrot is appropriate.
Monticola

Scarlet-chested Parrot – Neophema splendida. For
genus explanation see Elegant Parrot above. Splendida

Members’ contributions
Incidence of Little Ringed
Plover at Carnarvon
The first known record of Charadrius dubius the Little
Ringed Plover from near Carnarvon was a single bird
determined to be a juvenile, seen at McNeill Claypan on
6 December 2011. The bird was photographed at the
time of sighting, both as a record of the sighting and to
identify the species. A submission was made for Birds
Australia Rarity Committee (BARC) but I was later told
that this was no longer necessary due to the number of
times this species has been recorded in Australia, now
deemed an irregular visitor rather than a rarity.

Pool has a good variety of birds and I visited often, many
photos were taken, and almost every time I went down
there I would see at least one of the three. I took every
opportunity that presented to try to get better images. As
an uncommon bird they commanded attention whenever
one might pass close by. Then on 31 January I noticed a
bird in transitional breeding plumage and quite advanced
in my estimations. This seemed an early date to be
seeing a bird in advanced breeding plumage, gving rise to
speculation that perhaps this species breeds earlier than
many other migratory species. Looking back on some of
the earlier photos I took it is obvious that the signs were
there that plumage was changing but being rather subtle
and seeing them regularly I had not noticed. The juvenile
was still readily distinguishable as its plumage had not
changed.

On 13 December last year I was informed by a member
of one of the Twitchathon teams
there was a Little Ringed Plover at
Chinaman Pool earlier in the day.
I visited the area the next day
and saw two birds. As an aspiring
bird photographer I took my next
opportunity to visit with camera on
17 December, and on this morning
I saw three birds, one of which was
a juvenile bird. I even managed to
Little Ringed Plover, Chinaman Pool,
get all three in a single photograph
Carnarvon (see also p2). Photo by Les
but unfortunately the quality was
George
poor so it was discarded. Chinaman
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The last time I saw an adult bird
was 3 February. I next visited on 6
February and no Little Ringed Plovers
were seen, presumably because all
had departed. I made a further five
visits to this area and on the last
of these, on 19 February, I again
saw a single Little Ringed Plover, a
juvenile I presumed to be the same
bird having left with the adult/s and
later returned. I did not see this bird
again either; perhaps it was another
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bird that may have been residing somewhere further
south making a short stop over, but there can be no
certainty here.
I looked to HANZAB to find out more about the breeding
times of this species and found that they return to
their breeding grounds during March-April. Of the three
subspecies only curonicus is known in Australia. I read
that the other subspecies both have broader eye rings, a
feature that I thought was more pronounced in the first
bird I ever saw, but few photos of this bird were taken
and with a simple point and shoot camera. The slim
possibility that this might have been another subspecies
and could this be established from photographs inspired
me to contact Danny Rogers. On reviewing the best of
the photos taken back then I had doubts that anything
could be established and this was confirmed when Danny
replied he would be very interested to see further images
but "I don’t think I’ll be able to figure out much about
their geographical origins, as I don’t know enough about
their variation on the breeding grounds’’. He also stated
that "there might be a hidden subspecies in curonicus
that hasn’t been recognised yet; they certainly seem
to have consistently yellower legs than the curonicus of
Europe and Africa." Having a juvenile at Chinaman Pool
after the departure sometime on or after 3 February
made me wonder if any over winter in Australia, but
Danny replied to my query that there "had been no
known incidence" of such.
Les George, Carnarvon

BREEDING OF Endemic Waders
AT LAKE PRESTON — and other
breeding anomalies, 2014/2015
It is expected that any altering trends in avian wildlife
behaviour in the south-west region of this state would
be the subject of dedicated research papers by several
qualified environmental scientists. Unfortunately,
information in the accumulated field notes of many
more amateur naturalists commonly remains squirreled
away at home as do my field notes about Lake Preston,
accumulated since December 2000 recording just over
2000 days, with individual
bird observations in excess of
30 000. I have dipped from
time to time into the notes to
write an article or two about
a seasonal trend, or more
commonly and of far less
consequence, about a single
event, or an unusual birding
incident. Meanwhile, some
trends over time seem to have
firmed up.
This admittedly limited round
up of the season 2014/2015
nonetheless shows the period
produced some uneven breeding
events, with a degree of less

common breeding patterns among waterbirds and
endemic shorebirds in the Harvey district of Western
Australia. The weather pattern seems sometimes to
have shifted the notional usual peak breeding season
especially of the Hooded Plover and Black-fronted
Dotterel.
Winter rains in 2014 proved timely, with following rain
inducing Australian Shelduck at Lake Preston to be
customarily among the first to commence breeding,
followed by Pacific Black Duck and Grey Teal. Each
of those species showed signs locally of considerable
double-brooding, possibly also including Black Swan.
As for woodland birds, local accounts suggest that two
pairs of Red Wattlebirds, also Australian Magpies, around
our Myalup house were not alone in showing evidence of
double-brooding production during the season past.
Saline Lake Preston’s relatively high water level after
2014 rains persisted for a long period into 2015, while
elsewhere along the Swan Coastal Plain several shallow
freshwater wetlands had dried up. Nevertheless, on
15 November 2014 at north-west Lake Preston we
discovered the first of only two breeding attempts from
only two pairs. The first Hooded Plover’s nest (with three
eggs), was located at a wide and flat gravely limestone
promontory some 80 m from the waterline — admittedly,
not an unprecedented ‘early’ first Hooded Plover nest for
the season at Lake Preston.
Despite that Lake Preston is part of the Yalgorup National
Park, a hoon driver performed a 'wheelie' close to the
remote nest, disturbing the pair. However, that clutch
and a 2-egg replacement were lost probably to an avian
predator.
Precipitation and run off in 2014 filled the lake to about
90%, and that level only very gradually reduced until late
February 2015. Nevertheless, narrowly within the peak
breeding season, I discovered a 3-egg nest of another
Hooded Plover pair on 22 January, at the most southern
and shallowest part of the lake, about 120 m back from
the waterline. Those eggs were also shortly lost, split
open by an unknown agency.
Some 30 km eastwards in the Darling Range, the 56
gigalitre Harvey Dam filled to overflowing in 2013 and
2014.

Black-winged Stilt, 17 March 2015, Lake
Preston. Photo by Tony France
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I did not keep any special
lookout for Black-fronted
Dotterels at the time. Nests
I had found there in previous
years held two, or at maximum
three eggs, conforming to
the usual range suggested by
Michael Morcombe (2000). He
also writes that the breeding
season is from August to
December in the southern half of
Australia, but during ‘the dry in
the north’.
On dusk, amid the undulating
parched paddocks of the Darling
Scarp’s foothills, at Harvey Dam
on 12 March 2015, with the
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water level at about 50% I disturbed two adult Blackfronted Dotterels scooting along ahead of their three
precocious runners at the muddy waterline margin at the
foot of a wide and declining meadow. I estimated the
three sprightly runners to be about a week old. A while
earlier, I observed a Whistling Kite flying back and forth
over where I fished, reminding me that the three dotterel
runners were still very vulnerable.
Given the incubation period for that dotterel species of
26 days (according to Morcombe), the eggs would have
hatched out approximately about mid-February. Perhaps,
however, the three runners were the result of a single
late breeding event, or from a late second clutch.
Much earlier in the day, I had observed at West Lake
Preston a pair of Hooded Plovers showing signs of
breeding behaviour, which if it leads to a breeding event
would be well outside the species’ hitherto peak breeding
season at Lake Preston, from early summer to a few
weeks after mid-summer. Lake Preston and other salt
lake foreshore nesting sites are usually dried out at this
time.
That peak-period pattern persisted for most of the then
15 breeding pairs of Hooded Plovers from 2000 to 2005;
thereafter, annual Hooded Plover breeding events at Lake
Preston went into a steep decline.
‘Bracket creep’ is rather more the rule than the exception
for Red-capped Plover breeding times at the lake;
however, although population numbers are holding up,
breeding events were only rarely observed during the
period.
Unlike the bumper number of sightings of White-necked
Herons last season, observations reverted since to the
more usual very few bird numbers and only sporadic
sightings around the Harvey district. However, Australian
White and Straw-necked Ibis populations continue to
proliferate on the Swan Coastal Plain within the Harvey
district.
Overall, it remains impossible so far from this seasonal
round up to fathom whether some of the less usual
bird events described simply are seasonal variations,
or temporary aberrations attributable to cyclical
weather patterns, or suggest in some cases the birds’
opportunism, or their erratic adaptation to steadily
intensifying climate change. But my information married
to that from the records of other bird observers in the
south-west region, might reveal a clearer picture.
At the time of writing, the effect of southward tracking
Tropical Cyclone Olwyn on 13 March brought to the Lake
Preston district some long awaited rain (11 mm) through
the night, followed by short periods of light drizzle the
following day.
Tony France
Reference

Ground Cuckoo-shrikes at
Carnamah
I have heard from Pauline Wittwer that the Ground
Cuckoo-shrikes are breeding on her property again this
year. She is on a farm just north of Carnamah and has a
lovely 1 bedroom home stay unit.
Sue Abbotts

Carnamah, Inering Hills

3.5 hours drive north of Perth
Purpose built modern one bedroom self contained studio/cottage
on working farm with fine views over the granite rocks. Wheatbelt
and transitional woodland birds. Linen supplied. Guided visit to
key sites included.
2 nights, 2-3 people $275.00.
Other options for accommodation may be available. Please ask.
For more details + photos, contact Paulina Wittwer:
Email: paulina.wittwer@outlook.com
or 0428 674 074. Farm: 9951 1225.
www.facebook.com/wittwerfarmbirdwatchersaccommodation
Members of BirdLife WA and Land for Wildlife.
Your well behaved dog is welcome.

Australian Bustard at Cosy
Corner
I am really excited about my sighting. I was about two
kilometres west of Wrenwood Chalets, on a part of Caves
Road that has quite dense trees on both sides. It was
7.15 am on Friday 6 March and I was taking some guests
to Hamelin Bay. It is about one kilometre east of Cosy
Corner Road that I saw the Australian Bustard. It was
in the middle of the road and just stayed there. I pulled
up very close to it and after a minute or so it made its
way to the other side, very slowly. Perhaps there wasn’t
enough space for it to take to the air, though the road
makes a good runway! There was absolutely no mistaking
the identity of this bird as I know it very well from my
four years in the Great Victoria Desert with Aboriginal
people. Further, one of the guests works up north and
says he knows it very well. When we got to Hamelin Bay
I said to him, “Did you see that bird?” and he replied,
“Yes it was a bustard”.
This bird seemed quite grey to me. My recollection of
them in the desert is that they were of brown tones. I
also thought it was smaller than I remembered but 30
years is a long time to remember the details. It was
possibly a young female. That would fit, still a big bird.
Nothing else remotely like it and my first sighting in the
five years I have lived here.

France, T. Hooded Plover ecology at West Lake Preston
2000-2006. (intermittently part published in Western
Australian Bird Notes)

I did not get a photograph. It didn’t cross my mind to
use my phone and capture it. I was also conscious of the
danger of parking on Caves Road and my guests might
have been bemused. It is imprinted on my mind, though!

Morcombe, M. (2000). 'Field Guide to Australian Birds'.
(Steve Parrish Publishing: Archerfield, Queensland).

The grasshoppers were not so abundant this year. I seem
to remember times of plague in the five years I’ve been
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here but not this year, though my Native Frangipanis tell
me otherwise. There is a lot of farmland around here
and I imagine that is the attraction. I remember when
the adjoining farmland flooded two years ago and there
were well over 100 White-necked Herons congregated for
months and another large congregation in the next field.
David Newton

THE PUZZLE OF THE NORTH LAKE
GALLINAGO SNIPE
A Gallinago sp. snipe, first found by Heather Thorning
on 31 Jan 2015 at the north end of Bibra Lake, was
relocated on 2 February by Mark Binns at nearby North
Lake, where it remained until at least 20 February.
Since many observers saw the bird over this period,
and the identity of Gallinago snipe in southern WA has
long been a subject of interest, it is worth summarising
the discussions that lead
to its identification as very
probably, but perhaps not
definitely, a Swinhoe’s
Snipe Gallinago megala.

diagnostically (pers. obs.; this feature is also shown in
illustrations in Johnsgard [1981], Geering et al. [2007],
Brazil [2009] and Morcombe [2000])..
Dan Mantle and Plaxy Barratt eventually succeeded in
getting two photographs of the outer tail partially spread
on flushing. While these images were unfortunately not
conclusive from the feather count, the outer tail pattern
and structure was typical of Swinhoe’s and less consistent
with Latham’s (and completely eliminated Pin-tailed
Snipe). Features good for Swinhoe’s Snipe included
the blackness of the outer tail base (typically whiter
barring in Latham’s Snipe), the discontinuous nature
of the subterminal pale band formed only by series of
bright spots, and the sudden ‘step’ in feather width and
colouration between t4 (the last rufous central) to t5 (the
first dark outer feather). However, some commentators
were troubled by the visual impression of thickish outer
feathers (though when measured relative to the central
feathers, these proved compatible with Swinhoe’s Snipe),
and the apparent retrix count — only seven pairs of tail
feathers were clearly identifiable in the partially spread
tail, with at least one more pair seen to be tantalisingly
hidden; nine pairs of tail
feathers is generally taken
as the minimum count for
Swinhoe’s Snipe and the
maximum for Latham’s.

Observations and
An interesting experiment
photographs of the bird in the
to measure the bird by
field quickly built a picture
photographing a tape measure
suggestive of Swinhoe’s
in a previous roost site (again
Snipe, in particular from its
great work by Dan and Plaxy)
attenuated, concave rear
achieved mixed success. This
end (Latham’s Snipe typically
allowed estimation of the
presents a longer, more
bill length at around 69 mm,
evenly-tapered rear), and
sexing the bird as likely
its short tail and consistent
female. Estimation of wing
toe projection in flight (toe
Gallinago sp. snipe, North Lake (see also pp7 and
length was more difficult to
projection rarely observed
deduce given the guesswork
8). Photo by Dan Mantle
in Latham’s Snipe) (Higgins
and geometric corrections
and Davies 1996) (see photos
required, but placed the fresh
in this issue??). Its head shape, with a gently sloping
straightened wing chord at approximately 147-152 mm,
forehead and rounded hindcrown, was also thought more
thus around the upper limit for a long-winged female
typical of Swinhoe’s than the often squarer head shape of
Swinhoe’s, yet shorter than a typical Latham’s Snipe
Latham’s Snipe.
(Higgins and Davies 1996).
The bird’s behaviour was particularly suggestive of
Swinhoe’s Snipe, consistently flushing silently with a
low, direct and heavy flight. In contrast, Latham’s Snipe
typically erupt into a higher and more erratic escape
flight, and call upon rising (Jaensch 1984; Higgins and
Davies 1996). One of the very few vocalisations heard
from the bird was a mid-flight, drawn-out throaty ‘skrrerrk’ of two slurred syllables, unlike the abrupt rasping
krek of Latham’s Snipe.
Though there are few plumage features known to be
useful for separating Swinhoe’s from Latham’s Snipe,
one notable feature of this bird was the straightness of
its facial striping, with the dark stripe behind eye, white
cheek stripe and dark ear covert stripe all straight and
almost aligned with the bill axis. These stripes tend to
curve downwards behind the eye in Latham’s Snipe,
but average straighter in Swinhoe’s, and extremely
straight or curved facial features may prove to be useful
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Given that none of the above features are alone
diagnostic of Swinhoe’s Snipe, the final identification
of this bird ultimately relies on the probability of them
occurring in combination, weighted against the relative
likelihood of either species straying into south-west WA.
Based on distribution and certain (i.e. trapped) records,
the latter could be taken as roughly equal — one capture
(Perth, 1984) (Jaensch 1985) and regular proximity
in northern WA for Swinhoe’s, versus one capture
(Lake Kogolup, 1993) (Hunt 1993) and longer-distance
migratory habits for Latham’s Snipe.
In my personal opinion, the sum of the above evidence is
sufficient to conclude well ‘beyond reasonable doubt’ that
the North Lake bird was a Swinhoe’s Snipe Gallinago
megala, albeit a large female with possibly as few as 18
thickish tail feathers. However, it should be noted that
had this bird been observed in south-eastern Australia,
its identity would be more difficult to conclude from
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the same evidence. Given the notorious challenges of
snipe identification, and the probabilistic nature of the
argument, it is also valid to argue — as any field guide
will tell you — that its identity cannot be concluded
with complete certainty in the absence of ‘in the hand’
evidence.
References
Brazil, M. (2009). ‘Birds of East Asia’. (Christopher Helm:
London).
Geering, A., Agnew, L. and Harding, S. (2007).
‘Shorebirds of Australia’. (CSIRO Publishing:
Melbourne).

MONKEY MIA CAR PARK BIRDS
Recent exposure to the birds in Monkey Mia car park has
made me realise how smart these little creatures are.
They are not found in the vegetation between the parking
bays waiting for a ‘photograph opportunity’, but rather
are waiting for the ‘meals on wheels’ to arrive.
Both White-browed Babblers, with young, and Western
Grasswren (formerly Thick-billed Grasswren) were seen
removing inert insects from the front of the parked
vehicles then taking them to the shade under the vehicle,
to eat.
Claire Gerrish

Higgins, P. J. and Davies, S.J.J.F. (eds.) (1996).
‘Handbook of Australian, New Zealand and Antarctic
Birds. Volume 3: Snipe to Pigeons’. (Oxford University
Press: Melbourne).
Hunt, J. (1993). Latham’s Snipe confirmed in south-west.
Western Australian Bird Notes 65, 1.

FOR SALE

Jaensch, R. (1985). Field Identification – Snipe. Western
Australian Bird Notes 33, 6-7.

Five acre bush block with modern 3
or 4 bedroom steel frame house near
Mandurah.
Home to 74 species birds.

Johnsgard, P.A. (1981). ‘The Plovers, Sandpipers and
Snipes of the World’. (University of Nebraska Press:
Lincoln).
Morcombe, M. (2000). ‘Field Guide to Australian Birds’
(Steve Parish Publishing: Archerfield).
Martin Cake

New lens
I just bought the new Sigma 150-600mm lens for my
Canon 60D. It’s heavy but gives 50% more reach than
my Canon zoom.
Attached are a few samples. The cockatoo had just been
raiding a neighbour’s macadamia tree. The waders were
at Lake Claremont. We haven’t seen the sandpiper there
before.
David Free

Registered Land for Wildlife (voluntary
nature conservation).
Backs onto Serpentine River Reserve
with nesting ospreys, whistling kites,
spoonbills, Nankeen Night Herons.
Canoeing, crabbing.
Minutes to Railway Station, Freeway,
shops and restaurants. On school bus
route.
$580,000
Enquiries: Griselda Hitchcock
0409 743 735
griseldahitchcock1@bigpond.com

Carnaby’s Black-Cockatoo (left)
and Wood Sandpiper (right), Lake
Claremont. Photos by David Free
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Crossword No. 23
by Pam Agar
1

2

CLUES
3

4

5

6

8

Making a lot of noise!
Form of fishing, dangerous to albatrosses.
Crown colour of a wren of northern WA.
Cuckoo chicks attempt to do this to nest mates.
Form of quail-thrush seen in southern WA.
Shank of bird’s leg.
Stiff comb-like membrane on inner edge of duck’s bill.
Resounding, echoing.
Almost.
Covered with water.
Formed by feathers of back, upper wing-coverts and
scapulars.
26. Skilled.
28. Shoulder feathers.

9
10
11

12

13

14
15
16
17

18

19

20

21

Down

22
23
24
25

Across
1.
4.
8.
9.
11.
14.
15.
17.
22.
23.
25.

7

26

28

See page 45 for Answers
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1. Willing helpers.
2. Sexes of species often have different ones.
3.	Useful element in birdwatching.
5. Place within an ecosystem.
6. Observatory initials.
7. Female bird.
10. Young bird.
12. Swallows may make yours theirs.
13. Seabirds are able to eliminate this through the sulcus.
16. French explorer who gave his name to a cockatoo
species.
18.	Identifying feature of many birds.
19. Often greater if there are many observers.
20. Commonly patterned areas of eggs.
21. Family name of gulls, terns, skuas, etc.
24. Generic name of Brolga.
25.	Useful maybe on an excursion.
27. Often a useful food source for gulls.
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Do you want to reduce your tax?
It’s that time of year again.
That’s right, time to think about your tax.
Why not make a tax deductable donation to BirdLife WA before 30 June.
Your donation will be a valuable contribution to help save WA’s birds and will be used for
one of our conservation projects. Birdife WA needs your support.
With your help we can make BirdLife WA better.
Make your donation by:

Direct deposit: BirdLife WA, Westpac, Floreat
BSB 036-063, Acc No 348770
(Enter donation and your name on the recipient’s bank statement, and then send an email to
wa@birdlife.org.au with your name, address, donation amount and date of payment, so we can
send you your donation’s receipt.)
Post your cheque to BirdLife WA, 167 Perry Lakes Drive, Floreat, WA 6014.
Please include your address so we can send a donation’s receipt to you.
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Monday 7 September to Thursday 10 September:
Mount Gibson Wildlife Sanctuary survey
Ten to 15 volunteers are sought to undertake an
important bird survey at Mt Gibson Wildlife Sanctuary.
The sanctuary is managed by the Australian Wildlife
Conservancy (AWC) and the birdwatching is good for
dry-land species such as Major Mitchell’s Cockatoo,
Southern Scrub-robin, Chestnut and Chestnutbreasted Quail-thrush, Mulga and Burke’s Parrot,
honeyeaters, Malleefowl and Redthroat.
The survey has now been running for three years
and focuses on determining the differences in
avifauna inside and outside a 43 km predator-proof
fence. There is no requirement for volunteers to
have extensive experience in birding; rather, more
experienced birders will be able to provide assistance
to newer surveyors. There is also no requirement
for birders to have access to, or experience in, using
a GPS as AWC staff navigate birding teams into
sites. Individuals do need to be able to walk up to
1 km through (sometimes thick) vegetation. About
four surveys of 20 min each are conducted every
morning and afternoon by each team.

BirdLifeWA 2015 Phototwitch
Sunday 25th October
We had so much fun last year that we are doing it
again!
How many species of birds can you photograph in
8 hours? Can you take the best photo during the 8
hour BirdLife WA Phototwitch contest?
All members and supporters of BirdLife WA and
members of Western Australian Birds on Facebook
are invited to join the Phototwitch.

AWC will provide facilities (water, power) and some
inside accommodation will be available. There will
also be a welcome speech and BBQ on Sunday 6
September, as well as a farewell BBQ on Thursday 10
September. Birders will also be able to visit other good
birdwatching locations on the sanctuary, plus to search
for (and hopefully see!) endangered Greater Stick-nest
Rats, which are kept in a feral-proof enclosure on the
sanctuary.
The turnoff to Mt Gibson Wildlife Sanctuary is 74 km
north-east of Wubin along Great Northern Highway,
heading for Payne’s Find. The homestead is 27 km
along Mt Gibson Road. Detailed directions will be
sent to participants. Two-wheel drive vehicles are
able to get into the sanctuary. There should not be
a requirement to use volunteers’ vehicles for the
surveys.

You must enter as an individual ($5.00 per
entry) but you may travel with friends or other
phototwitchers.

Please register at the BirdLife WA office on 9383 7749

All profits aid the BirdLife WA Australasian Bittern
Project

For members only.

Contact BirdLife WA office on 93837749 or Sandra
Wallace (wallaces9@hotmail.com) for competition
rules and entry forms.

Leader: Peter White

Study of Red-tailed Black Cockatoo
I am a PhD student at UWA looking at the urban population
of the Red-tailed Black-cockatoo (Calyptorhynchus banksii
naso). I am looking for current and historical records of
forest red-tailed black cockatoos, which could include
incidental records, site lists, or targeted searches. Please
include date, location and habitat type, as well as behaviour
and food source if possible. Please send your records to
erika.roper@research.uwa.edu.au. Thank you!
Erika Roper
PhD Candidate Ecosystem Restoration & Intervention
Ecology Research Group (ERIE)
School of Plant Biology, University of Western Australia
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New WA members
The following WA people joined BirdLife Australia
during the period 11 February to 1 May 2015:
F Browne, B Butler, N Chamberlain, Z Chew, G
Christie, F Coiacetto, K Cooper, C Dugmore, S Egan, S
Fergus, P Forde, J Galbraith, A J Galluccio, L L Heard,
C Hemsley, C Hildebrand, R Horler, H Jay, A Kendrick,
P Kennedy, M Lagdon, A Lawrence, P Leoing, C Leong,
J Luha, T Luha, S J Luxton, C McLevie, J Medew, B
Naim, D Papenfus, H Paterson, K Rayner, S Rowe, M
Ruoss, S Ruoss, P Schmucker, D Sincock, A Smet, B
Smythe, C Tan, R Udall, C White, J Wildy, M Zappelli
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Get Your Twitch On AND Tread Lightly!!

Get Your Twitch On!!

WA EcoTwitch

WA Twitchathon

19th September to 4th October 2015
How many species can you count while
minimising your carbon footprint? The
inaugural WA EcoTwitch will arrive in
2015. There are two separate events:
Leg power competition (12 hour): no
motorised transport (non-motorised bikes,
scooters, watercraft etc. all accepted).
Public transport competition (12 hour): no
private motorised transport (public transport
and all non-motorised forms of travel
accepted).
For both competitions, teams choose any
continuous 12 hour period between midnight
Friday 18th September 2015 to 6 pm Sunday 4th
October 2015. All teams must be finished by
6pm Sunday 4th October 2015.
Teams of 2 to 5 people. Twitch wherever
you want to (within the boundary of Western
Australia). No air travel. An individual team
may compete in both event categories within
the EcoTwitch period. The full set of rules,
along with registration forms, are available
from the EcoTwitch co-ordinators (see contact
details below). Please register your team by 18th
September 2015.
Teams with access to Twitter are encouraged
to follow @WATwitchathon for the latest news
and updates leading up to the event.
For further information please contact:
Stewart Ford - stewartford@hotmail.com
Wes Bancroft – wesbancroft@gmail.com;
0428 343 838
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14th and 15th November 2015
How many species can you count? All
the fun, excitement and melodrama of the
WA Twitchathon will return in 2015 and
we’d love for you to be part of it. This
year’s main Twitchathon will be one month
earlier than in previous years and will also
introduce flexible start times. There are
three separate events:
24 hour (mobile) competition: teams can start
their continuous 24 hour period at any time of
their choosing on the Saturday (14th November)
but must be finished by 6pm on Sunday 15th
November.
12 hour (mobile) and Armchair (8 hours at
single, fixed location) competitions: teams can
start their continuous 12 or 8 hour period at
any time of their choosing on the Sunday (15th
November) but must be finished by 6pm that
same day.
Teams of 2 to 5 people. Twitch wherever
you want to (within the boundary of Western
Australia). Travel however you want to (except
by air). One continuous block of time (24, 12
or 8 hour) within the available period. One
competition category per team. The full set
of rules, along with registration forms, are
available from the Twitchathon co-ordinators
(see contact details below). Please register your
team by 8th November 2015.
Teams with access to Twitter are encouraged to
follow @WATwitchathon for the latest news and
updates leading up to the event.
For further information please contact:
Stewart Ford: stewartford@hotmail.com
Wes Bancroft: wesbancroft@gmail.com;
0428 343 838
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Country branches
ALBANY BRANCH
Outings
10 February – Lower King / Kalgan Estuary
We started the day at the reserve adjoining the Riverview
golf course where interesting sightings initially proved
hard to come by in spite of the pleasant weather
conditions. However, Scarlet and Western Yellow Robins
were eventually located. After a brief stop at Prideaux
Road Reserve, we had morning tea by the Oyster Harbour
foreshore where we located three Eastern Ospreys in
a tree. An Australian Pied Oystercatcher family flushed
from the opposite shoreline landed right in front of us, to
everybody's delight.
The sudden appearance of a small, bright yellow bird had
us initially baffled. Keen to identify the bird, we watched
with horror as it was caught up in the slipstream of a
passing bus only a few moments later. We picked up the
stunned, little creature which now was easily identified
as a canary, so any hopes of having spotted an exotic
vagrant were dashed. We did get to see some unusual
visitors when we spotted about a dozen Banded Stilts
near Lower King Bridge. We finished our outing at the
Kalgan River estuary where the tide was too high to see
more shorebirds. Instead we were treated to excellent
views of Southern Emu-wren in the nearby samphire.
Our tally for the day was 60 species, not including the
escaped canary which was returned to its happy owners
at Kalgan Heights a few hours later.
10 March – Bettys Beach / Normans Beach
Roadworks on Bettys Beach Road made for a rather dusty
start of our excursion. We spent some time exploring
a patch of bush which often provided the opportunity
to listen to the Western Bristlebird or get glimpses of
a Southern Emu-wren, but things proved to be very
quiet with only a few honeyeaters and a handful of Grey
Fantails present. Our next stop along Bettys Beach Road
entailed a short walk, which not only offered magnificent
views towards Mount Manypeaks, but also allowed us
to listen to a Western Bristlebird. Tawny-crowned and
White-cheeked Honeyeaters were found and some of us
saw an emu-wren. After morning tea we continued on
to Normans Beach. On the beach itself we found a large
flock of Crested Terns together with a few Caspian Terns.
Taylor Inlet had Black Swan, Musk Duck and quite a
few Hoary-headed Grebes. Our tally for the day was 32
species.
14 April – Twin Creeks Conservation Reserve
The forecast was for wet weather, but a small number
of us decided to take pot luck and headed north to the
Twin Creeks Reserve where we enjoyed several hours
of good birding before the rain finally caught up with us
at lunch time. Upon arrival we were greeted by a small
flock of Red-tailed Black-Cockatoos feeding in a tree
near the parking area. Purple-crowned Lorikeets which
have been very numerous around Albany in March and
April were screeching overhead. We had barely started
our walk when we encountered several Western Yellow
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Robins. Another highlight was the observation of a
Tawny-crowned Honeyeater joining two Elegant Parrots
for a bath in a puddle. Other birds on our list for the day
included Scarlet Robin, Regent Parrot, Fan-tailed Cuckoo
and Varied Sittella.
South Coast Festival of Birds
This year's festival kicked off with a half-day shorebird
identification workshop held at Rushy Point. During the
month of March numerous bird-related events took
place in the Albany area including two talks at the local
library where Brad Kneebone and Anne Bondin gave
a presentation about local waterbird species and Dr
Lisa Nicholson presented a talk about her experiences
studying seabirds on offshore islands. Two walks around
Lake Seppings offered the opportunity to get to know
waterbirds in the wild. A Kite Festival at Princess Royal
Harbour was dedicated to raising awareness of shorebirds
and Anne Bondin was the guest naturalist at a 'Farewell
the Shorebirds' event organised by the Young Naturalists.
Brice Wells and Rod Smith from the Education Committee
came to Albany for a week, visiting a number of schools
with the aim of introducing local students to the joys
of birdwatching. The photography group represented
by Sandra and Ian Wallace, Lesley Macauley and Lou
Scampoli contributed with their wonderful images to the
Photographic Exhibition held in the Albany Town Hall.
They also helped with the Symposium, the festival's main
event, which had author Tim Low as a keynote speaker.
Other events during the main week of the festival
included a tour to Two Peoples Bay Nature Reserve led
by Alan Danks, an overnight tour to Gondwana Link
Reserves and the Yongergnow Malleefowl Centre as well
as a field trip to Waychinicup providing information about
the Western Ground Parrot. Nic Dunlop led a seabird trip
into King George Sound.
The festival concluded with a two-day bird identification
course which due to not so nice weather was rather
poorly attended.
Future outings
Excursions will take place on Tuesday, 14 July, 11 August
and 8 September. More details about destinations, where
to meet, etc, will be
made available on BWA
e-news. You can also
check the Albany Bird
Group's website:
http://sites.google.com/
site/albanybirds/Home
Excursion leaders will
be either Ray Garstone
(PH: 9844 7540), Brad
Kneebone (PH: 9845
2233) or Anne Bondin
(PH: 9844 1793). Feel
free to contact any of us
for further information.

Little Eagles, Herne Hill.
Drawing by Penny Towells
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CAPE TO CAPE BIRD GROUP
Program
Saturday 4 July – Half-day excursion: Cape
Naturaliste
Meet at 9.00 am at the car park closest to the kiosk for
the Cape Naturaliste Lighthouse. We shall be looking out
for seabirds and heathland birds. Bring morning tea and
a telescope if you have one.
Leader: Roger Cornes
Sunday 16 August – Half-day excursion:
Ellensbrook Homestead
Meet at 9:00 am at the Ellensbrook Homestead car park.
We shall walk around the garden area of the homestead,
then to Meekadarabee Falls and down to the coast. Bring
along morning tea.
Leader: Jane Scott
Saturday 12 September – Half-day excursion:
Forest Grove
Meet at 8.30 am. From Bussell Highway travel 2.3 km
along Forest Grove Road. Turn left at the farm gate (look
for BirdLife sign). Our group has been invited to spend a
morning birdwatching on this beautiful private property.
Morning tea will be provided.
Leader: Barry Darnell
All the excursions/meetings above are for BirdLife
Australia members and the general public.
For details of any of the above, please
contact Christine Wilder cwilderone@
yahoo.com.au or Boyd Wykes majyx@
iinet.net.au.

Jewel Cave, Cosy Corner and Foul Bay,
15 March
A pleasant morning after the first good rainfall of the year
saw nine birders meet at the entrance to Jewel Cave.
The Karri walk provided a good selection of bushbirds.
A close view of a Spotted Pardalote working the leaves
gave us one highlight, with White-breasted Robins and a
male Red-winged Fairy-wren providing others. This was
followed by a coffee and natter at the Cave Café.
The group then travelled up the road to Cosy Corner and
viewed a flock of Bridled Terns that was several hundred
strong, with some possibly still nesting. While returning
from the beach one of the youngsters from a family party
showed us a dead Rock Parrot that he had found, and
later led Jill to some live ones. Following that, a brief
side trip to Foul Bay yielded a Southern Emu-wren for
several people. A total of 28 species was seen during the
morning.
Roger Crabtree
The Margaret River, 19 April
A small group of seven of us indulged in a leisurely
stroll along the river from Laurel Place. We were able to
practice identifying calls and are now especially good at
recognising the screeching of Purple-crowned Lorikeets
and Grey Fantails by song and sight! A highlight was
a pair of Scarlet Robins obligingly posing for us on the
fence alongside the path.

Christine doesn’t let us off the hook
easily and we were given a test, looking
for two species not yet seen on any of
our bird walks, the only clue being that
the birds had been spotted recently
where there was a granite outcrop with
Excursion reports
associated tall heath vegetation. No
luck on the way up, apart from a faint,
Night walk at Heronsbrook Sanctuary,
rather liquid twittering which apparently
16 February
was one of the two species. We
We were privileged to visit Heronsbrook,
were rewarded on the way back with
a private sanctuary around the home of
excellent sightings of several TawnyMike and Mary McCall, close to Margaret
crowned Honeyeaters. The twittering
River. Not surprisingly, we had a good
belonged to Western Wattlebirds which
Black Swan ruffle up.
turn-out of all ages to enjoy an evening
unfortunately preferred to remain
stroll around the grounds and picnic on
Drawing by Penny Towells
hidden. We did wonder what these
the lawn overlooking the house dam, prior
birds were feeding on as we could see
to spotlighting for night fauna.
no heath plants in flower, only copious
Marri
blossom
above
but much further away from them.
The McCalls have, in a relatively short period,
transformed a grazing block into a wildlife refuge
combining open ground, wetlands and streams and a
variety of revegetated bush habitats, all protected by
a fox and cat excluding fence. Right on cue, as Mary
completed an account of the Heronsbrook story, a Woylie
hopped into the group to give us a close encounter with
one of several species reintroduced to the site.
No nocturnal birds were spotted but that gives us
an excellent excuse to revisit this exemplary private
conservation endeavour.

We then drove to the Margaret River rapids to enjoy
morning tea on the warm rocks where we were only able
to add a Little Pied Cormorant and a Little Eagle to our
excellent tally of 29 species including seven species of
honeyeater.
Once again a most enjoyable morning.
Jane Scott

Boyd Wykes
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MYALUP GROUP
Excursion, Colin and Margaret Tonkins’ farm, Collie,
18 April
Attending this excursion were Errol, Edith, Margaret
Symonds, Clare and Margaret Jones.
We set off for Collie, driving up Mornington Road
on a beautiful, warm, autumn day. Unfortunately,
the navigator in the lead car (she who shall remain
nameless) managed to direct our group to the gates of
the Worsley Refinery.
Realising that any bird here would have turned to stone
and perhaps this was not our destination, we set off
again with Errol now in the lead.
The forest looked fresh and green as we drove on to
the farm. Here we were greeted by three dogs and
Margaret. Colin was still watching and waiting at the
Harris River dam as she who still remains nameless had
forgotten to inform him that we were going straight to
the farm.
The dam we could see from the house is optimistically
called Swan Lake. Perhaps the two Black Swans sitting
motionless way above the dam could be registered as a

rare bird sighting. Or maybe not! They are certainly rare
and decidedly tinny. Waterbirds should use the dam and
future plans will see this eventuate.
Although we did not see the Rufous Treecreeper in the
forest, we saw quite a few species of birds at the farm. A
very pleasing sight was the large flocks of red-tailed and
white-tailed black-cockatoos and Australian Wood Ducks.
Birds seen were Welcome Swallow, Willy Wagtail, Yellowrumped Thornbill, Red-tailed Black-Cockatoo, White-tailed
Black-Cockatoo, Australian Magpie, Australian Shelduck,
Australian Ringneck ('28'), Australian Raven, Pacific
Black Duck, Wedge-tailed Eagle, Western Thornbill, New
Holland Honeyeater and Singing Honeyeater.
Margaret Jones
Harvey Show, April
The MBO had a presence at the Harvey Show in April with
a stall associated with the Harvey Art Society’s display.
They sold raffle tickets and bookmarks as well as BirdLife
greeting cards.

WHEATBELT-AVON BRANCH
Excursions planned for 2015

Please note no credit card facilities, only cash or cheque.
The pre excursion briefing will be held at Kirkalocka
Station at 6.00 pm Friday 28 August 2015.

29 – 31 August 2015 (3 days)
Kirkalocka Station in the Murchison
Situated 60 km south of Mount Magnet along the
Great Northern Highway, which has been a mecca for
birdwatchers in recent times. Good autumn rains have
freshened the country, and late winter and spring is
looking very good for bird numbers. Notable species
include Western Quail Thrush, Western Bowerbird,
Slaty-backed Thornbill.
Time permissible we hope to visit Lake
Austin, which is currently full of water,
and birds.
For those attending it is worth a look at
the Warne River area, which is situated
50 km east of Payne’s Find.
Kirkalocka Station has its own
website that explains all about their
accommodation, prices, etc.
kirkalocka@bigpond.com phone: 9963
5827. I have been advised by the
owners that for the Saturday night
the homestead accommodation is fully
booked; however, there are about
16-20 beds in the shearers quarters
available, along with camping facilities.

Leader: Phil Lewis
26 – 28 September 2015 (long weekend)
Helena and Aurora Ranges (Bungalbin) in the Great
Western Woodlands
This range is a magnificent banded ironstone formation,
that has national heritage values,
and is currently an A class reserve.
Situated about six hours east of Perth,
the ranges have an impressive flora
and fauna list. Notable birds include
several raptor species, Malleefowl,
Regent Parrot, Major Mitchell’s
Cockatoo and Chestnut Quailthrush.

Western Yellow Robin, Mt
Barker (see report, p34). Photo
by Maris Lauva
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Birdlife members are invited to attend;
however, as this is an isolated area
with no facilities, suitable vehicles are
required. For all interested parties, it is
important to contact the WABBA Deputy
Convener Max Howard for joining
instructions, and further information, as
this excursion is limited to the number
of vehicles and persons.
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avon.hill@bigpond.com or phone 9574 2102.
Leader: Phil Lewis
17 October 2015: Full day excursion
Yorkrakine Rock, Tammin Shire
There is something special about granite tors in
springtime and Yorkrakine Rock is one of them, rising
to 300 m above its surrounds, much of the basis for Dr
Main’s book 'Between Wodjil and Tor' (1967) is from this
area, which is surrounded by 158 ha of largely untouched
wheatbelt woodland. Over 90 species of birds have been
recorded to date, including large numbers of raptors and
honeyeaters.
Meet outside the Cunderdin Post Office at 8.30 am,
Leader: Clinton Richter

24 – 25 October 2015. (full weekend)
Corrigin and surrounds
Over 160 species of birds have been sighted in the
Corrigin Shire, which has a number of habitats; please
refer to BirdLife Australia WA bird guides 20a and
20b. Some notable species include Freckled Duck, 13
species of raptor, Australian Bustard, Inland Dotterel
and Blue-breasted Fairy-wren. There are three types of
accommodation in the town including hotel, motel, and
caravan park; refer to website GoSeeAustralia.com.au for
more details.
Meet at the Corrigin Caravan Park on Friday 23 Oct, at
6.00 pm. Tel 0428 178 121.
Leader: Max Howard
For information and notification of attendance on the
above excursions, please contact:
Max Howard
avon.hill@bigpond.com 9574 2102

Excursion reports
MT BARKER CAMPOUT, AUSTRALIA
DAY LONG WEEKEND
A very well 'recce’d' campout on the Australia Day
long weekend produced an excellent return for the 23
members who travelled to Mt Barker. Jill and Andrew
Hobbs had a look last year and then came down early
to see what birds were now present. A delightful variety
of habitats were presented to us: bushland walks in the
Porongurups, a walk along the upper Kalgan River, a vast
wetland unknown to most of us and a smaller one just
off Albany Highway not often explored. An unexpected
bonus was an area of private reclaimed bush managed
by locals that produced long walks and many birds. Even
the caravan park had a productive wetland close by.
104 species were seen, including all of the likely ducks.
An excellent result given that there were few sites for
shorebirds. The number of Regent Parrots and Purplecrowned Lorikeets around the park was impressive.
Robins galore — especially Western Yellow and Whitebreasted (see photo, p33) — and Red-Winged Fairywrens were in abundance. A truly enjoyable weekend
largely due to thorough preparation by Jill and Andrew.

down (11277) from the previous counts (see e.g. WABN
137: 15-16), but the total number of species of waders,
waterbirds, gulls and terns was 22.
An early morning survey of the West End reefs at low tide
showed a Whimbrel and a Grey-tailed Tattler not seen
elsewhere. Wedge-tailed Shearwaters were foraging close
to the shore here. An Eastern Reef Egret was noted to
have two young on the cliffs in Fish Hook Bay. Roseate
Terns and Fairy Terns were seen with young at Phillip
Point.
All of the people involved in the bird counts remarked on
the number of waterbirds and shorebirds seen on Garden
Lake. This lake is not usually so well used by these birds.
The nearby green oasis of the island golf course was also
remarkable. Several groups of golfers were enjoying a
game as we counted birds.
Despite many searches at different times over the
weekend, no Rock Parrots were located. Local staff did
report that they had been seen during the course of their
duties on the island over the past year.
Once again, it was a pleasure to participate in such a well
organised bird count.
Claire Gerrish

Maris Lauva

ROTTNEST ISLAND WADER COUNT
WEEKEND,
7 - 8 FEBRUARY
Eighteen volunteers from BirdLife membership surveyed
the shorebirds, waterbirds, gulls and terns of Rottnest
Island over the weekend. The numbers of shorebirds was
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PEEL INLET, 8 February
Eight people met at Erskine Lakes to count waterbirds
for the annual 2020 Shorebird Count and to survey this
excellent site. Our survey area included Erskine Lakes,
Samphire Cove, Greenshank Cove, The Chimneys and
Cormorant Lagoon near Mandurah Quay.
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The bird count revealed 62 species
and confirmed that Bibra Lake is still a
wonderful natural habitat and continues
to support a diverse range of water and
bushbird species and is one of the best
birding spots along the coastal plain.

As usual, the number of trans-equatorial
waders was low and included Common
Greenshank, Common Sandpiper,
Whimbrel, Eastern Curlew and Sharp-tailed
Sandpiper.
The total number of shorebirds counted this
year was 2492, an increase of over 1750
from last year, primarily comprised of Grey
Teal (1367) and Pacific Black Duck (683).
The survey took longer than expected
because of the numbers of birds to be
counted and we had a late lunch on the
Creery Foreshore where there was a very
welcome onshore breeze.
Total count for the day was 73 species of
birds.

Wynton Maddeford

Black-winged Stilt,
Bibra Lake. Photo by
Ian Wallace

Sue Abbotts

Kogolup Lake, 15 February
Twenty-one members and guests visited Kogolup Lake on
a warm, clear morning. A total of 59 bird species were
seen with the highlights being Spotless Crake, Baillon’s
Crake, Long-toed Stint, Sacred Kingfisher and Varied
Sittella. Only four raptors were seen: Swamp Harrier,
Whistling Kite, Australian Hobby and a Square-tailed Kite,
seen only by a few people. Unfortunately, a few weeks
after the walk a severe fire burnt through much of the
bush surrounding the wetland.
Robyn Pickering

Bibra Lake, 22 February
Eleven birders commenced the walk at 7:00 am and it
was good to see that the lake appeared to be holding a
good amount of water when compared with recent times
and it did not take long for the bird list to gather some
momentum.
Some of the early highlights were large flocks of
Australasian Shovelers observed feeding socially as Pinkeared Ducks often do and then thanks to Alan Watson we
all had excellent views of a roosting Tawny Frogmouth
(see photo, p36).
Soon after we were pleasantly surprised to see a
Wedge-tailed Eagle circling over the lake; this is a
very uncommon bird for the lake. In addition, we also
recorded Whistling Kite, Brown Goshawk, Swamp Harrier
and Australian Hobby.
Later, near the old boardwalk, we saw a Little Egret and
had an excellent comparison with a nearby Eastern Great
Egret, the former being a lot smaller and much more
active in its feeding habits.
We arrived back at the car park at 11:20 am, a little
warmer than when we had set off, and had managed to
add birds such as the Spotless Crake and Glossy Ibis to
our expanding bird list.
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Bremer Bay CAMPOUT,
27 February to 2 March

Although the numbers were restricted to 25
there were some very enthusiastic birders
on this weekend (see photos, pp43 and 47).
We visited quite a few sites in the area and saw 118
different species. There were Hooded Plovers on the
estuary — two adults and three juveniles — plus
Australian Pelicans, Red-necked Avocets, Banded and
Black-winged Stilts, Red-necked Stints, Chestnut Teal
and just round the corner seven Rock Parrots were
spotted feeding in the dunes. We had a good sighting
of a Stubble Quail flying out of a wheat field. Splendid
Fairy-wrens were seen at each site; the males were in
their winter plumage. Raptors were in abundance and
we had a wonderful view of a Wedge-tailed Eagle on
a kill in the middle of a field, but it was replaced by
several Australian Ravens by the time we drove past it
the second time. Little Eagles, White-bellied Sea-Eagles
drying their wings, Whistling Kites, Black-shouldered
Kites and Brown Falcons were all seen. Both Sooty and
Pied Oystercatchers, Caspian and Crested Terns and
Common Greenshanks were easily seen. Carnaby’s BlackCockatoos roosted in the trees in the caravan park and
Australian Ringnecks with very bright yellow bellies and
Red-capped Parrots called all the time from the trees.
Even though the weather was threatening for a lot of
the time, it did not dampen our spirits at all — we had a
wonderful weekend and thanks must go to Clive, Wendy
and David for keeping us all in order and organising such
a great event. Thanks to all who attended, too.
Lesley Macauley

Milyeanup and East Augusta
Campout, 28 February to
2 March
This part of the south-west is often overlooked but
our group enjoyed an intimate view of the area and its
birdlife, camping under the peppermints in the dunes of
the wild Milyeanup coast. A total of 88 species was seen.
Scott River Farms allowed access to the permanent
Boatswain Spring where there were a number of birds
including Western Rosella, Golden Whistler and Common
Bronzewing. A walk through Karri/Marri forest in Scott
National Park provided good views of Red-winged Fairy-
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wren, Varied Sittella and White-breasted Robin. Regular
flocks of up to 30 Purple-crowned Lorikeets together with
Rainbow Bee-eater, Southern Emu-wren and Western
Wattlebird were recorded in the timber reserve in East
Augusta and Eastern Reef Egret, Common Sandpiper,
Australian Pied Oystercatcher, Caspian and Crested Terns
on Hardy Inlet. At low tide some of us walked to get a
glimpse of Swan Lake where there were
in fact a number of swans, but we were
unable to cross to 'the Deadwater'.
Hooded Plovers were not seen on a
survey of the beach adjacent to our camp
but 12 Sanderlings, four Red-capped
Plovers and an unexpected Grey-tailed
Tattler were counted.
The Beenup Wetlands in the Scott River
region once again provided us with
wonderful views of a variety of birdlife
and 50 species were seen in a short visit.
All the usual species of ducks were ticked
off including a single Freckled Duck.
Red-necked Avocet, Wood Sandpiper,
Common Greenshank, ibis, spoonbills,
cormorants and birds of prey including
Swamp Harrier, Black-shouldered Kite,
Wedge-tailed Eagle, White-bellied SeaEagle and Whistling Kite were spotted.
Other highlights were several sightings of
Carnaby’s Black-Cockatoos and Elegant
Parrots.

LAKE JOONDALUP, 8 March
Thirty members and guests, including a couple of
visitors from Melbourne, were off to a great start on
this excursion with a pair of Tawny Frogmouths roosting
in the Neil Hawkins car park. Highlights included three
sightings of Fan-tailed Cuckoo, a first
record for Lake Joondalup and giving
everyone good close views. Another
uncommon species recorded was
Great Cormorant.
Other notable birds seen were
Common Bronzewing, Red-capped
Parrot, Wood Sandpiper, Splendid and
Variegated Fairy-wrens. Large flocks
of unidentified waders on the east
side of the lake were being put up by
Whistling Kites and Swamp Harriers.

Tawny Frogmout, Bibra Lake (see
report, p35). Photo by Graham
Little

Thanks to Barbara and John Dunnet and Colleen and
Jasper Grugeon for allowing access to their properties, to
Wendy Russell for her usual friendly welcome and also to
George and Linda for finding room for the thunderbox.
Christine Wilder

After birdcall, most participants
moved on to Picnic Cove where they
were treated to an awesome display
from two Australian Hobbies hunting
dragonflies. The final tally of 71
species was commendable. Thanks to
Peter White for assisting with guiding.
Wayne Merritt

LAKE MONGER, 12 MARCH
Thirteen members and two visitors saw 56 species on our
three-hour walk around Lake Monger. We were fortunate
that it did not become too hot to walk until after morning
tea and the bird call.
Many thanks to Maris Lauva for carrying the telescope
and having it ready for the group to view important birds.

ALFRED COVE, 1 MARCH
Fourteen members and one guest arrived at Alfred
Cove on a mild morning to find a low tide with several
sandbars exposed, ideal conditions for this venue.
Almost the first bird seen was an Eastern Osprey posing
on a post for the photographers amongst us and showing
no interest in going anywhere in a hurry. We spent
plenty of time checking the sandbars, which were quite
crowded in places. Amongst the hordes of Silver Gulls
and Australian Pelicans we found Grey Plovers, Rednecked Stints, Common Greenshanks, Caspian Terns,
Crested Terns, Fairy Terns and unusually high numbers of
Australian Pied Oystercatchers.

The Mute Swan was still present, but did not appear to
interact with the many Black Swans present at the lake.
Pink-eared Ducks, Australasian Shovelers and Grey Teal
were numerous. Several other duck species were seen
but we did not see the full suite of duck species. Musk
Ducks were attempting to attract females. Australasian
Grebes were breeding and there were many Hoaryheaded Grebes along with two Great Crested Grebes.
The water levels had dropped and many herons, egrets
and spoonbills were busily feeding. Some of us saw an
Eastern Great Egret and a Little Egret together for size
comparison which was interesting. The Australian Pelicans
were doing their synchronised feeding 'ballet'.

Halfway through the walk the cameras were clicking
again when we found an Eastern Great Egret perched on
a tree branch, going through the full gamut of poses and
showing no signs of being camera shy whatsoever. A total
of 43 species was recorded with a few commonly seen
bushbirds mysteriously missing from the list. A low tide is
a distinct advantage when birding at this site.

Many cormorants were also present. Great Cormorants
were viewed as they flew over the lake. Unfortunately, we
did not see any crakes or rails despite patiently waiting
where the mud and reeds were favourable habitat for
them. Two Black-tailed Native-hens were seen before
the walk commenced. They have been resident here for
several weeks.

Peter White

Claire Gerrish
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Yangebup Lake, 29 March
Eleven members and guests visited Yangebup Lake on a
warm and very still morning. A total of 60 bird species
were seen with the highlights being good views of a
female Red-capped Robin, Australian Reed-Warbler and
a Little Egret. Only four raptors were seen: Swamp
Harrier, Whistling Kite, Hobby Falcon and a Collared
Sparrowhawk. The lake was still very full with very little
beach showing.
Robyn Pickering

Esperance Easter Campout,
3-6 April
The weather was kind to us — not too hot and with
very little rain. The campout was based at 'Dajenup',
the property of David and Jen Ford about 15 km
north of Esperance, which had camping and indoor
accommodation. Jen is a BWA member and keen birder.
This was much quieter than being in a caravan park, at
least after the noisy contingent had gone to sleep. Even
so, the only night bird heard was a Southern Boobook,
although an Australian Owlet Nightjar was heard calling
during the day elsewhere.
One hundred and twenty-four species of birds were seen
by the group of 20 eagle-eyed participants which included
a few locals whose knowledge of good birding sites and
their time spent with us was much appreciated. We
visited a number of lakes, wetlands, private properties,
bushland areas, the beach and Mt Ridley — a granite
outcrop with surrounding reserve. Some people went to
the jetty where Black-faced Cormorants were seen.

JAURDI STATION EASTER CAMPOUT,
3-6 APRIL
There had been significant rain across the north-eastern
wheatbelt and the question prevailed — will we, or will
we not, be able to get to Jaurdi?
The farmers were delighted but the roads into Jaurdi
were closed. Negotiating powers were required to
convince DPaW (Kalgoorlie) that we would create minimal
damage to their tracks in and about Jaurdi. Everyone
gathered at the Southern Cross Caravan Park on
Thursday night in anticipation of being able to get in for
the Easter campout. We did.
We arrived at Jaurdi on Good Friday in beautiful sunshine
with the trees and shrubs glistening from the rain; the
tracks were soft, but OK. Sue outlined the weekend plan
to the 22 people attending.
A relaxing night gave way to a morning of anticipation
as we set out towards Johnny’s Dam. No waterbirds,
however, but there was evidence of Emu and kangaroo,
and new growth on the vegetation. Copperback Quailthrush (a new IOC split), Blue-breasted Fairy-wren and
Shy Heathwren were the best birds. Onwards to the
breakaways and the residue of an abandoned mine was
very evident. Many deep holes were quite dangerous
for animals and humans which Kaye found out when
the earth gave way under her feet; nothing broken
but somewhat ‘shook up’. We climbed to the top of the
breakaway in the hope of seeing a Peregrine Falcon but it
was not to be. Little Woodswallows were everywhere and
Shy Heathwrens in some thick scrub.

The Easter bunny came a-knocking at 7 am when we
set off for Sardine Dam, which had neither sardines
nor waterbirds, but plenty of other bushbirds in the
Flesh-footed Shearwaters were seen by one person
surrounds. The animal tracks were getting interesting,
and one Red Knot (same person) and Tawny-crowned
and larger, as we spied camel footprints. We also found
Honeyeaters (ditto) although others thought they heard
a humpy in pretty good condition but no residents.
the latter. Other honeyeaters seen included WhiteMorning tea revealed that an evening stroll the night
naped, White-eared, Brown-headed, both wattlebirds and
before by our intrepid night spotters had found an
Western Spinebills.
Australian Owlet-nightjar and a Tawny Frogmouth. This
was digested with a morning Happy Easter chocolate
There was a reasonable selection of ducks but no Bluefix from Cora and a touch of humour from Jenny! The
billed or Hardhead, but there was Chestnut Teal. I have
Malleefowl and buzzards proved elusive as we stopped
never seen so many Chestnut Teal in one
at many places on our return to camp.
place before, which seemed to be at the
I followed Sue along a bush track,
expense of Grey Teal. There were also
requiring some heavy duty track clearing
large flocks of Little Black Cormorants
to get through, and 34 km later we found
and lots of Black Swans. Other waterbirds
Wallaroo Rock! That evening, the bird
included a few Hooded Plovers, a few
count had some excitement as a robust
Spotted and Spotless Crakes, both stilts,
discussion was had about an unusual
Curlew Sandpipers, Common Greenshanks
parrot seen in the morning. Fortunately,
and Grey-tailed Tattlers.
the photographers came to the fore and it
Highlights were the close inspection of two
was identified as a Western Rosella — the
very obliging Cape Barren Geese at the
most northerly record for this species in
golf course, and good views of Restless
this part of its range. It was also noted that
Flycatchers.
a Shy Heathwren, a Mulga Parrot and a
Malleefowl had been spotted.
Copperback QuailMany thanks are due to Sue Mather (and
Bob) and Jen Ford for a well-planned and
organised campout that was enjoyed by
all.

Ed Paull

thrush, Jaurdi (see also
pp2 and 45). Photo by
John McMullan
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As some of the group had to start getting
home the next day, Sue called in the bird
list for the campout. The official count
was 61 species which was extremely good
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for this time of the year. John Delaporte was the canny
winner of a nice bottle of Shiraz. Well done, John.
Easter Monday saw 13 of us head for Wallaroo Rock
via the track passing through some excellent habitat,
stopping for birds along the way and numerous small
lizards that shot across our path. At the rock we located
the dam with plenty of water and Hoary-headed Grebes.
A number of rock holes with water were scattered all over
the rock as we made it to the cairn at the top at 550 m
above sea level. The view was expansive in 360 degrees.
Lunch provided two highlights, spotting a nesting Striated
Pardalote and a Southern Scrub-robin. It was a very
enjoyable campout with good company, greatly aided by
the meticulous planning done by Sue. Thank you from
me for a very hospitable Easter at Jaurdi.
Rita Willsdon-Jones

WOODMAN POINT JAEGER WATCH,
11 APRIL
This was probably the best return yet for this annual
walk, for which the date (but not the weather) is fixed
long in advance. On this occasion, the ancient jaeger
gods were smiling, and supplied a steady stream of
jaegers on a steady 15-20 knot south-westerly following
several days of unsettled weather. Over 100 Arctic
Jaegers were seen, giving the 14 birders present a good
feel for their wide variation in plumage (‘morph’) and
dimensions. At least five Pomarine Jaegers were also
picked out, including one with full ‘spoons’ that cruised
past the point and afforded good views. The good supply
of both species allowed comparison of aspects such as
their size and flight jizz, even their malevolence — 'Poms'
observed to be more likely to physically connect with the
victim when harassing a gull. One small, all-grey jaeger
that cruised directly over our heads had a strikingly short
thick bill and could conceivably have been a Long-tailed
Jaeger, though the rarity of post-juvenile dark morphs in
that species makes this very unlikely.
No other seabirds were seen except the ever-present
Australasian Gannets and a few distant shearwaters, but
all were well satisfied by the feast of jaegers.
Martin Cake

Tomato Lake, 16 April
Thirteen adults met for the excursion at Tomato Lake but
it wasn’t unlucky because we were accompanied by two
toddlers in prams who made up the number to 15. It was
a pleasant day and everyone enjoyed a walk around the
lake and through the bush areas nearby. It is usual for
extra species to arrive at this lake during autumn when
a number of other wetlands dry up. This year was no
exception with Australian Pelican, Australian Shelduck
and Australasian Shoveler putting in an appearance.
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Recent good rains had raised the level of the lake and a
few of the usual autumn visitors including Black-winged
Stilt and Black-fronted Dotterel had apparently left early.
The bird of the day for those lucky enough to see it was
Spotted Pardalote which now seems to be becoming
a feature of BirdLife walks at this location. The call of
the card at morning tea showed a total of 48 species
including eight waterfowl.(see photo, p2)
Ian Wallace

Ray Marshall Park, Viveash,
19 April
Fourteen members and one visitor arrived for this scenic
walk along the banks of the Swan River, with mild
weather and good viewing conditions.
After only a few minutes, we saw a pair of Blackshouldered Kites hovering over some of the open spaces
away from the river. During the walk we saw five raptor
species, including some great views of a Nankeen Kestrel
that flew in and settled on a branch almost right in front
of us. Of the six duck species recorded, the most plentiful
by far was the Australian Wood Duck, with good numbers
of Pacific Black Duck also showing up.
Other species seen in abundance were Australian
Ringnecks (a welcome relief from Rainbow Lorikeets) and
Tree Martins, both of which appeared to be investigating
tree hollows for future nesting sites.
Most of the common bushbirds were seen, including
several Red-capped Robins. A total of 58 species
was seen with the highlight being a Yellow-plumed
Honeyeater seen and photographed by one member,
Chris, but unfortunately unable to be relocated. A great
piece of spotting and photography (see p47).
Peter White

ANZAC DAY CAMPOUT, DONGARA,
25 – 27 April
Twenty–two enthusiastic birders turned up in Dongara for
a long weekend of beautiful weather and great finds! Our
experienced leader was Sue Abbotts and we were well
pleased with our final count. The Seaspray Holiday Park
was a great spot to set up camp and an added luxury
was that each site had its own private bathroom — "woo
hoo!" The manager/owner was also most accommodating
in allowing us a late check-out after our final bird call
on the Monday. While in camp we were lucky enough to
have several lovely flyovers from some White-backed
Swallows, which was a real treat.
Saturday morning was off to a slow start at Burma Road
with very windy conditions and few birds. At a second
site, however, there was more action where a highlight
for me was the White-winged Fairy-wren and a Rufous
Fieldwren was heard but alas not spotted.
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Around lunchtime we headed to Ellendale Pool. The pool
has a cliff face back-drop and the pressure was on to spot
the Peregrine Falcon that nests up on the ledges. After a
false identification had many of us thinking we had seen
it (it was actually a Nankeen Kestrel!) we were lucky
enough to see one sitting quietly on a ledge, the only
tell-tale sign being some droppings down the front of the
cliff face. Quite a few other bushbirds were seen including
several White-plumed Honeyeaters and a pair of Fantailed Cuckoos.
After lunch we headed to the Greenough River mouth
estuary where there were many Crested Terns, a Caspian
Tern, a few Fairy Terns and a couple of Pacific Gulls
braving the constant crossings of 4WD vehicles heading
to the opposite bank only to turn around, come back and
upset them all again!
Sunday morning started with a jaunt around Depot Hill
where several bushbirds were seen before we moved
to Coalseam Conservation Park. Red-capped Robins,
Chestnut-rumped Thornbills and Brown Honeyeaters were
among the many birds spotted before lunch. After lunch
the excitement escalated when several Mulga Parrots,
Black-eared Cuckoos and a Crested Bellbird were spotted
by some.

Black-eared Cuckoo, Coalseam Conservation Park,
Dongara (see also pp 45 and 47). Photo by Caroline
Baldwin

Dropping in at the sewerage works and the Port Denison
Harbour on the way home didn’t yield much more than a
few ducks.
Our last outing was around the Irwin Estuary on the
Monday morning, where we saw several Mistletoebirds,
White-winged Fairy-wrens, Splendid Fairy-wrens, Spinycheeked Honeyeaters and a Brown Goshawk sitting
quietly in the branches above our heads. A single Cattle
Egret was a highlight in the wetlands.
Overall, we counted 102 species (including 10 raptors)
out of a possible 162 sighted in this area previously so
we had a great haul — especially as we didn’t spot a
single seabird.
Thanks to Sue for a great camp as usual and for all her
hard work checking out the different areas beforehand.
Caroline Baldwin

White Torque Pty Ltd

Gavin White
MRB5813

Ph: 0448 975 586
or Ph: 0406 280 183
Black-faced Cuckooshrike, Wireless Hill,
Applecross. Photo by
John McMullan

For servicing and repairs to all
makes of vehicles
Specialising in air conditioners,
servicing and repairs
Collection and delivery service
offered.
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Observatory report
EYRE BIRD OBSERVATORY
What an abundance of birds are at Eyre! There
are those that live in the coastal mallee, those
that live on the beaches, and those that live on
the broad grassy plains near Cocklebiddy. That
richness is shown in the number of species seen:
55 in February, 63 in March, and 73 in April.
These range from rare sightings of Grey Fantails
and Eastern Reef Egrets, for example, to those that are
seen in their thousands. Table 1 summarises the most
numerous sightings over the three months.
Our experiences with some of the big birds were
memorable. We regularly saw families of Emus on the
coastal dunes, on the sand track, and even bathing in a
puddle on the microwave track. A special occurrence was
on the bluebush plain as we observed a Wedge-tailed
Eagle and some kangaroos. On the other side of the car,
we saw an Emu, then another, then another. Strangely,
they kept coming towards us. They got so close that Rita
had to change her camera lens, and then they just hung
around and looked at us. On the photo, you can clearly
see their vestigial wings.
Wedge-tailed Eagles were a common sight: five together
at a rockhole near Cocklebiddy, and a golden shouldered
one on the dunes 300 m from the homestead. But
the closest occurrence was on the scarp just east of
Burnabbie. We were looking for snails for the museum
when a shadow passed silently overhead. It was a
Wedge-tailed Eagle soaring about 10 m above. It settled
in a tree, and Rita was able to change lenses before
it obligingly took off again. The wing patterns are
magnificent.
A White-bellied Sea-Eagle and two juveniles have been
cruising up and down the coast. One of the juveniles
ventured too far inland one day, and it was 'shooed off'
by a Nankeen Kestrel.
Brown Falcons, Brown Goshawks and Collared
Sparrowhawks have visited us for a bath. One Collared
Sparrowhawk looked around very suspiciously for a long
time, before starting its bath, fluffing around like crazy.
Then it displayed some very strange behaviour, opening
its mouth wide and raising its head, as if trying to crow
like a rooster. However, no sound came out as this was
repeated several times. A Brown Falcon also spent a long
time bathing.

One day, a juvenile Brown Goshawk and two
Collared Sparrowhawks were in our big acacia
tree at the same time, while six Australian Ravens
were at the third bird bath. The goshawk was
hassling the sparrowhawks and the ravens. The
sparrowhawks ignored it, so it flew off and then
zoomed back in, like a jet fighter coming up a
valley. It surprised the ravens and almost got one!
Then there were the Australian Ravens. Early in February,
a flock of about 70 blackened the sky and took up
residence with us for a few weeks. It was so noisy, and
the other birds had to fight hard to get some water.
Following the article about ‘little crows’ in the last edition
of WA Bird Notes, we suspect that we might be on the
range boundary of the western and eastern (sub)species.
Most of our resident ravens were relatively small, but
some were gigantic! One of these gigantic ones took over
the small bird bath for a couple of days.
One day, a large grey
kangaroo visited at
lunch-time. It had
a long drink while
being harassed by the
raven, who felt that it
owned the place. After
it had had enough to
drink, the kangaroo
started to nibble on
some of the plants
nearby. ‘Old man
raven’ just didn’t like
the kangaroo being
there, and it kept
sneaking up from
behind and nipping
it on the tail. The
kangaroo just ignored
all this.

Wedge-tailed Eagle, Eyre (see
also pp2 and 48). Photo by
Rita Phillips

The Grey Currawongs were around in small, but
increasing, numbers. In the hot weather, they were
always on the lookout for food, including stealing the
serviettes from the verandah table, and hunting spiders
in the gutters.

The Major Mitchell’s Cockatoos were a continual delight.
On some of the hot days they
didn’t visit us at all. On other
days, they were here in their
Table 1. Most frequently recorded birds near EBO from February to April
hundreds — with 60 at the bird
2015 (April figures incomplete).
baths at one time. They do a lot
of feeding along the fore dunes
Species
February
March
April
Total
and on the beach. One day, at
Brush Bronzewing
1071
963
388
2422
the beach, we saw some Pacific
Major Mitchell’s Cockatoo
910
1825
1466
4201
Gulls and Caspian Terns lounging
at the water line, and then
Singing Honeyeater
645
1528
805
2978
we saw some Major Mitchell’s
New Holland Honeyeater
1706
3299
1605
6610
Cockatoos mixing in with them,
Australian Raven
2161
1414
328
3903
right on the water line. Strange!
Welcome Swallow
Silvereye
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2456

2867

2642

7965

647

1644

908

3199

Every time we did a Kanidal
Beach count something different
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was sighted, especially on the weed beds at Nine Mile.
This included six Black Swans, two Grey Teal, two
Australian Wood Ducks, several sightings of Australian
Pelicans, up to 26 White-faced Herons, an Eastern Reef
Egret (dark morph), up to 57 Red-necked Stints, small
numbers of Sanderlings, eight Banded Stilts in March,
as well as the ubiquitous gulls, oystercatchers and Redcapped Plovers. During some hot spells, we were visited
by a Banded Lapwing and some Oriental Plovers that had
come down from the inland.

One of our experienced birdwatcher guests identified a
Mistletoebird at Burnabbie in April. When we checked the
Annotated Birds of Eyre book, we noticed that they have
only been recorded from May on. This one was a bit early.
A Malleefowl was sighted by one of our day visitors near
the 4 km mark on the North Track at mid-afternoon on 18
April. On 12 April, we saw two Australian Wood Ducks on
Kanidal Beach. These haven’t visited recently.
Rob & Rita Phillips

Coming events
Important note re campouts
Members anticipating attending campouts must notify the BirdLife WA Office (9383 7749) of the number in their party
and when they will arrive.
If you are unsure, put your name down as you can always cancel.
An emergency contact number should also be provided in case of accident.

New members
Please let the leaders know that you are a new member and don’t hesitate to ask for assistance with bird sightings.

Saturday 6 June: Flynn Road,
Mundaring
Half/full-day excursion

Friday 12 to Monday 15 June:
Alternative campout at Charles
Darwin Reserve

Meet at 9:00 am at the corner of Flynn
Road and Great Eastern Highway, about
10 km past Sawyers Valley or 1 km on
the Perth side of The Lakes (the York
turnoff).

The second trip will be led by Nic
Dunlop and be part of the Charles
Darwin Climate Change Observatory
program.

We will look at several areas of Wandoo
woodland, where three species of robin
are often seen.
Wear wellingtons or other boots as
we shall cross water. Bring morning
tea that you can carry. Bring lunch if
you would like to continue with us at a
further area nearby.

Observations will focus on the birds
attracted to mistletoes and trialling
another bird survey method. A banding
project will also be in operation.
Register at the BirdLife WA office on
9383 7749 to book a place.
For members and guests only.
Leader: Nic Dunlop

For members and guests only.
Leader: Charles Merriam

Thursday 11 June: The Spectacles,
Kwinana
Half-day excursion
Meet at 8:30 am in the car park in
McLaughlan Road. Proceed along
Kwinana Freeway and turn right
(west) into Anketell Road. Travel
approximately 2 km then turn left into
McLaughlan Road.

Sunday 14 June: Tom Bateman
Reserve, Thornlie
Half-day excursion
Meet at 8:00 am beside the
playground/sporting complex at the
corner of Nicholson and Wilfred Roads
(car-park entry is off Wilfred Road).
We will look at a series of wetlands
constructed to remove nutrients from
water draining into the Canning River.
We will also look at small bushland
areas if they are accessible.

A good variety of bushbirds including
Grey Currawong can be found here.

Rubber boots may be a good idea, and
insect repellent. Bring morning tea to
have while we do a combined bird list.

For members and the general public.

For members and the general public.

Leader: Maris Lauva

Leaders: George and Pam Agar
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Saturday 20 June: Wearne Road,
North Bannister
Half/full-day excursion and
Photogroup activity
Meet at 8:30 am on the corner of
Wearne Road and Albany Highway.
Wearne Road is on the left about 37 km
south of the corner of Jarrahdale Road
and Albany Highway and just after the
sign “North Bannister 2 km”.
We will explore the Wandoo woodlands
looking for robins, babblers and other
bushbirds. After morning tea, we may
look in the Jarrah forest near the Metro
Road waterhole.
The Photogroup will break off from the
main group to explore photographic
opportunities and meet up again at
morning tea where they can share their
finds with the rest of the group.
For members and guests only.
Leader: Robyn Pickering

Monday 22 June: Bold Park Eco
Centre, Perry Lakes Drive, Floreat
Monthly meeting, 7:30 pm
Neil Hamilton will give a talk on ‘An
update on DPaW’s cat eradication
program in WA’.
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Sunday 28 June: Wungong Gorge
Half-day excursion
Meet at 8:30 am at the first car park
for Wungong Dam at the end of Admiral
Road, off Albany Highway. Over 90
species of birds have been recorded
here including Red-eared Firetail,
White-breasted Robin and Red-winged
Fairy-wren.
For members and guests only.
Leader: Steve Burns

Saturday 4 July: Victoria Reservoir,
Canning Mills
Half-day Photogroup excursion
Meet at 8:30 am outside the main
entrance to the dam as the road
and parking area inside is closed on
weekends. From Perth, travel east
along Welshpool Road and Welshpool
Road East to the T-junction at Canning
Road, turn right and travel for about
400 m to Masonmill Road. Continue
along this road for about 600 m,
following the signs to the dam past the
rose nursery, to the entrance to the
dam.
You can photograph a range of
bushbirds on any of the walking tracks
from the car park to the dam and
surrounds. We will meet afterwards
to share images over morning tea.
You can also choose to continue on
later to a second location close by to
photograph Red-browed Finches.
For members and guests only.
Leaders: Ian and Sandra Wallace

Sunday 5 July: Herdsman Lake,
Stirling
Half day excursion
Meet at 7:30 am in the Maurice Hamer
car park. Turn off Pearson Street into
Falcon Avenue, then right into Lakeside

Road. The car park is on the left,
opposite Heron Place. This is one of the
waterbird refuges which never dries up
and 140 species have been recorded
here. Bring your telescope if you have
one.

browed Scrub-wren, Grey Shrikethrush, Horsfield’s and Shining BronzeCuckoos, Red-capped Parrot and Redtailed Black-Cockatoo. Wetland species
are also a possibility, as are several
species of raptor.

For members and guests only.

For members and guests only.

Leader: Sue Abbotts

Wednesday 8 July: Little Rush
Lake, Yangebup
Half day excursion

Saturday 25 July: Lightning
Swamp, Noranda
Half-day excursion

Meet at 8:00 am near the playground
on the western side of this small,
wooded lake. Little Rush Lake is part
of the Beeliar Regional Park. Turn off
North Lake Road into Osprey Drive,
right into Dotterel Way, then right into
Grassbird Loop. There is a path around
the lake, and we should see plenty
of waterbirds and bushbirds. Over 90
species of birds have been seen here.
Bring morning tea.

Meet at 8:00 am at the gate in the SE
corner of the bushland on Della Road.
Lightning Swamp, part of Noranda
Open Space, is an area of seasonal
wetlands and Banksia woodland.
The area supports some waterbirds,
and cormorants have bred here. The
bushland supports a range of species,
including some that are uncommon in
smaller reserves, such as the Western
Thornbill, Tawny-crowned Honeyeater
and Red-capped Robin. Some areas will
be restricted due to the presence of
dieback.

For members and the general public.
Leaders: John and Ruth Luyer

For members and the general public.
Saturday 11 July: Piesse Brook,
Kalamunda
Half-day excursion
Meet at 9:00 am at the junction of
Hummerston Road and Schipp Road
at the southern end of Kalamunda
National Park. Take Mundaring Weir
Road from Kalamunda, and turn left
into Hummerston Road. We should see
Golden and Rufous Whistler, birds of
prey and other bushbirds in a lovely
valley.
For members and guests only.
Leader: Stella Stewart-Wynne

Saturday 18 July: Jandakot
Regional Park, Harrisdale (formerly
Forrestdale)
Half day excursion
Meet at 8:30 am at the second gate on
Warton Road (on the left coming south
from Ranford Road). There is a very
wide verge here which is firm enough
for parking.

Nankeen Night Heron, Narrows
Bridge, Perth. Photo by David Free
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Leader: Debbie Walker

This reserve has good tracks
throughout, with varied vegetation
including wetland areas that may have
some water in them if we get enough
winter rain. Many bushbirds have been
seen including Scarlet Robin, Splendid
Fairy-wren, Western Spinebill, White-

Leader: Clive Nealon

Monday 27 July: Bold Park Eco
Centre, Perry Lakes Drive, Floreat
Monthly meeting, 7:30 pm
Clive Napier will give a talk on ‘The
history of the WA Branch of RAOU,
Birds Australia and BirdLife’.

Saturday 1 August: St Ronan’s
Nature Reserve, York
Full-day excursion
Meet at 8:30 am at the northern
end of St Ronan’s Nature Reserve on
Wambyn Road. Travel along Great
Eastern Highway and turn towards York
at The Lakes on the Great Southern
Highway. Travel about 28 km along
the Great Southern Highway and turn
left into Wambyn Road. We will meet
about 2 km along Wambyn Road at
the northern end of St Ronan’s Nature
Reserve.
Bring morning tea and lunch as we will
walk right around the reserve to visit
all habitats. There should be a good
variety of bushbirds.
For members and guests only.
Leader: Robyn Pickering
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Sunday 9 August: Bibra Lake,
Cockburn
Half day excursion
Meet at 8:00 am in the first car park
at the northern end of the lake off
Progress Drive. Bibra Lake is a part of
the Beeliar Wetlands chain and a large
number of bushbirds and waterbirds
can be seen here. Over 130 bird
species have been recorded in this
reserve.
For members and guests only.
Leaders: Jan and David Crossley

Thursday 13 August: Manning Lake,
Spearwood
Half-day excursion
Meet at 8:00 am in the car park on
Azelia Road, opposite the Azelia Ley
Homestead Museum, on the western
side of the lake. This is a semipermanent wetland, with a fringe
of paperbark trees, noted for its
waterbirds. Bushbirds are also plentiful
in the reserve and in bush to the west.
For members and the general public.
Leaders: John and Hillary Brook

referred to as Widi Mia) was formerly
used as an Emu abattoir and this bird
survey will support a plan for its future
conservation management by the
traditional owners of the area (the Widi
Mob).
Pauline’s property is a reliable location
to observe the Ground Cuckooshrike. This campout will also be an
opportunity to meet members of the
mid-west bird group. Please also
register at the BWA office on 9383
7749.
Leader: Nic Dunlop 0409 014 030,
tern@iinet.net.au

Saturday 15 August: Lake Gwelup,
Stirling
Half-day excursion
Meet at 8:30 am in the car park at the
corner of Stoneman Street and Huntriss
Road, north of Karrinyup Road. We
should see waterbirds and bushbirds,
and raptors are often seen here. The
lake dries up in summer, but it should
be reasonable after some winter rain.
For members and the general public.
Leader: Claire Gerrish

Saturday 22 August: Star Swamp,
North Beach, Stirling
Photogroup excursion
Meet at 8:30 am in the car park at the
end of Mary Street, Waterman. To get
there, turn off West Coast Highway at
Mary Street, and drive to the car park.
Alternatively, from Marmion Avenue,
turn left into Beach Road, left into Ethel
Street, and then left into Mary Street.

Female Western (Golden Whistler,
Bremer Bay campout (see pp35 and
47). Photo by John McMullan

Friday 14 August to Sunday 16
August: Bush bird surveys in the
Carnamah / Three Springs area
This campout will be based at BirdLife
member Paulina Wittwer’s farm stay
10 km from Carnamah but will also
include a bushbird survey of a nearby
1400 ha Aboriginal Lands Trust reserve
closer to Three Springs. The area (now

Species that may be found here include
Variegated Fairy-wren, White-winged
Fairy-wren, Southern Boobook and
Carnaby’s Black-Cockatoo. Star Swamp
is part of the Northern Swan Coastal
Plain IBA for Carnaby’s Black-Cockatoo
and has Tuart and Banksia woodland
and heath. A variety of raptors and
bushbirds can be seen. Over 70 species
of birds have been recorded here.
For members and guests only.
Leader: Keith Wilcox

Sunday 23 August: Lake Joondalup,
Joondalup
Half-day excursion
Meet at 8:00 am at Neil Hawkins
Park, in the car park at the end of
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Boas Avenue. Joondalup Lake has the
highest number of species for any
BirdLife WA half-day excursion with 75
species of birds seen in one morning
excursion. There are always lots of
waterbirds and bushbirds to be seen
around this large lake, and there could
be waders as well. Lake Joondalup
is within the Northern Swan Coastal
Plain Important Bird Area for Carnaby’s
Black-Cockatoo.
Bring your telescope if you have one.
For members and guests only.
Leader: Wayne Merritt

Monday 24 August: Bold Park Eco
Centre, Perry Lakes Drive, Floreat
Monthly meeting, 7:30 pm
Matt Byrne, Project Officer for BWA, will
give a talk on ‘Great Cocky Count 2015
— other Carnaby work’.

Saturday 29 August: Lake
Leschenaultia, Chidlow
Half-day excursion
Meet at 9:00 am at the hotel in
Chidlow. Travel 10.5 km past
Mundaring on Great Eastern Highway
and turn left into Old Northam Road
and it is 2 km into Chidlow. It is now
free to enter the park.
A 6 km walk on an excellent track takes
us through Jarrah, Marri and Wandoo
woodland where 77 species have been
recorded.
For members and guests only.
Leader: Charles Merriam

Saturday 5 September: Paruna
Sanctuary
Full-day excursion including BBQ
Meet at 8:30 am in the car park at the
end of Avon Road. Travelling on the
Toodyay Road, turn north into O’Brien
Road, which becomes Clenton Road
after 15.3 km, and after a further 2 km
turn north onto Avon Road. This road
is gravelled but quite suitable for any
vehicle, and less than 1 km in length.
Allow 20 minutes from the Toodyay/
O’Brien Roads turnoff.
Paruna Sanctuary is owned by the
Australian Wildlife Conservancy (AWC)
and we will be carrying out surveys
of three sites. AWC members will be
joining us and they will provide a BBQ
lunch for those attending.
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For members and guests only.
Leaders: Robyn Pickering and Sandra
West

Monday 7 September to Thursday
10 September: Mount Gibson
Wildlife Sanctuary survey
See Notices for details.

Friday 11 September to Sunday 13
September: Nangeen Hill and Mt
Caroline campout
Nangeen Hill, Mt Caroline and Kokerbin
Rock are three of a small group of
isolated reserves about 200 km east
of Perth, managed by DPaW and
WWF. Nangeen Hill is surrounded
by a predator proof fence to protect
a small population of Black-flanked
Rock Wallabies, while Mt Caroline is
surrounded by private property. Neither
can be easily accessed.
The campout is part of a small long
term project looking at bird populations
within the three reserves. Participants
will take part in some standard surveys
but also more extensive walks to
compile comprehensive bird lists for the
reserves.
We will be camping next to an
unoccupied farmhouse, next to Mt
Caroline reserve. Participants should be
self contained but are able to use the
toilet facilities. Numbers will be limited
to 14. Those wishing to attend must
put their names and email on the list in
the office by calling 9383 7749 and you
will be contacted a week or two prior to
the campout with further details.
For members and guests only.
Leaders: Andrew and Jill Hobbs 9246
2026 (andrew@hobbsfamily.id.au)

recorded 100 bird species in this area.
The walk will take 2-3 hours but is on
mostly flat ground.

Thursday 24 September: Alan
Anderson Park, Walliston
Half-day excursion

For members and guests only.

Meet at 7:30 am at the car park near
Alan Anderson Park between Lawnbrook
and Pomeroy Roads, Walliston. It is
easily accessed from Welshpool Road.
This is a two-hour walk on fairly level
terrain, covering 34 ha. Sixty-four
species of birds have been recorded
here.

Leader: Sian Mawson

Saturday 19 September to Sunday
4 October: WA EcoTwitch
How many bird species can you count
while minimising your carbon footprint?
The inaugural WA EcoTwitch has
arrived. Start organising your team
of 2 to 5 people for either of the 12
hour leg power and/or public transport
EcoTwitch!!! See the notice in this
edition of WA Bird Notes.

Sunday 20 September: Canning
River Regional Park, Wilson
Half-day excursion
Meet at 7:30 am at the Kent Street
Weir car park. The walk follows a 5 km
circuit along Canning River, viewing a
large selection of bush and waterbirds,
hopefully with sightings of the elusive
Spotless Crake. Over 110 species have
been recorded in this area.
For members and the general public.
Leaders: George and Pam Agar

Monday 21 September: Bold Park
Eco Centre, Perry Lakes Drive,
Floreat
Monthly meeting, 7:30 pm

Dr Mike Bamford will give a talk on
‘Twenty-four years of systematic bird
observations in a garden’.

Meet at 8:00 am at the gate opposite
261 Station Street, East Cannington,
halfway between Welshpool Road and
Luyer Avenue. Station Street is closed
at many points along its length so enter
from Welshpool Road or Luyer Avenue.
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Leader: Maris Lauva

Friday 25 September to Sunday 27
September: Bird survey on Hamelin
Station
Bush Heritage Australia (BHA) has
recently purchased Hamelin Station
(near Hamelin Pool in Shark Bay) as
a conservation property. Parts of this
station provided habitat occupied by
the Western Grasswren (formerly
Thick-billed Grasswren) as late as
2003 but its current status there
is unknown. BHA has requested
assistance in getting some more up to
date information on the birds on their
new reserve with particular emphasis in
finding the Western Grasswren. Recent
summer / autumn rain in the region
has broken a protracted drought which
may enhance bird numbers.
Camping facilities will be available free
at the Hamelin Station stay. Please
register at the BWA office on 9383
7749.
Leader: Nic Dunlop 0409 014 030,
tern@iinet.net.au

Note revised date due to the
Queen’s Birthday holiday.

Saturday 12 September: Queens
Park Regional Open Space, East
Cannington
Half-day excursion

The Friends of Queens Park Bushland
will lead us through an area of natural
Marri/Banksia bushland containing a
modified watercourse. The Friends have

For members and the general public.

Hardhead, Narrows Bridge, Perth.
Photo by David Free

Saturday 26 September: Serpentine
National Park
Half-day Photogroup excursion
Meet at 8:30 am at the Serpentine
Falls National Park. The gate opens
at 8:30 am. To get there from Perth,
head south along the South West
Highway and turn left into Falls Road,
Serpentine. Drive along Falls Road to
the park. We will walk along a ridge
overlooking Serpentine Falls and have
views across the plain to the ocean.
The bush in this area has both Marri
and Wandoo and usually yields a good
number of bird species.
For members and guests only.
Leader: Richard Mazanec
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Coming events, ctd
Saturday 26 September to Monday
28 September: Wooleen Station
campout
Wooleen Station is a nature based
station stay in the Murchison
Region, with a strong focus on the
environmental rehabilitation of the
WA Outback. Wooleen Lake is listed
in the National Directory of Important
Wetlands. It is a semi-permanent home
to a “vast array of animals and bird life”
and at the time of writing has had good
rains and the lake is full. The Murchison
River runs through the station only a
short drive from the homestead.
Wooleen Station is 700 km north
of Perth and 40 km south-east of
Murchison Settlement. Detailed
directions will be sent out before

the campout. There is a wide range
of accommodation from unpowered
camping sites with showers and toilets
to two bedroom guest houses. Their
web site is comprehensive (www.
wooleen.com) and please phone them
to book your accommodation on 9963
7973. The cost for unpowered sites at
the homestead is $25 per night and
is charged per vehicle. The station is
accessible by two wheel drive vehicles.
You must also register at the BWA
office on 9383 7749 and include your
email address so that directions can be
sent to you closer to the date. Numbers
will be limited to 25 members.
For members and guests only.

Sunday 25 October: Photo-twitch
How many bird species can you
photograph recognisably in eight
hours? You must enter as an individual
but you may want to travel with some
friends. See the notice in this edition of
WA Bird Notes.

Saturday 14 to Sunday 15
November: Twitchathon
Start organising your team of 2 to 5
people for the 24 hour, 12 hour or arm
chair Twitchathon!!! See the notice in
this edition of WA Bird Notes.

Leader: Sue Abbotts

Sunday 27 September: North Lake,
North Lake
Half-day excursion

Australasian Darter, Dongara
campout (see also pp39 and 47).
Photo by Alan Watson

Meet at 7:30 am at the car park
near the north end of Progress Drive.
Coming from Perth on Kwinana
Freeway, take the Farrington Road exit
going right towards Fremantle. Coming
from the south, take the South Street
exit going left towards Fremantle, turn
left into Murdoch Drive and right into
Farrington Road. Progress Drive is the
first left after the lights at Bibra Drive.
For members and guests only.
Leader: Wynton Maddeford

Crossword No. 23,
answers
ACROSS
1 vocal, 4 longline, 8 lilac, 9 evict, 11 chestnut, 14 tarsus, 15
lamellae, 17 resonant, 22 nearly, 23 inundated, 25 mantle, 26
adept, 28 scapulars.
DOWN
1 volunteers, 2 colours, 3 luck, 5 niche, 6 EBO, 7 hen, 10
juvenile, 12 home, 13 salt, 16 Baudin, 18 song, 19 total, 20
ends, 21 Laridae, 24 Grus, 25 map, 27 tip.
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Shy Heathwren, Jaurdi campout
(see also pp2 and 37). Photo by
John McMullan

Advertising rates in
Western Australian Bird Notes
(subject to change without notice)

Full colour (A4 page size):

Black-and-white:

$200.00 one-off, or
$150.00 per page
if placed in four
consecutive issues
¼ page: $35.00
½ page: $55.00
A4 page $100.00
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Calendar of events
BirdLife Western Australia
Western Australian Bird Notes
Subscription form
Are you joining BirdLife Australia for the first time, or renewing your membership?

Sat 6 Jun: Flynn Road, Mundaring, Half/full-day excursion
Thu 11 Jun: The Spectacles, Kwinana, Half-day excursion
Fri 12 to Mon 15 Jun: Alternative campout at Charles
Darwin Reserve
Sun 14 Jun: Tom Bateman Reserve, Thornlie, Half-day
excursion

Do you wish to receive Western Australian Bird Notes?

Sat 20 Jun: Wearne Road, North Bannister, Half/full-day
excursion and Photogroup activity

If so, please complete the section below and send the appropriate fee to the
national office with your membership application.

Mon 22 Jun: Bold Park Eco Centre, Perry Lakes Drive,
Floreat, Monthly meeting, 7:30 pm

Title

Sun 28 Jun: Wungong Gorge, Half-day excursion

First name

Sat 4 Jul: Victoria Reservoir, Canning Mills, Half-day
Photogroup excursion
Sun 5 Jul: Herdsman Lake, Stirling, Half day excursion

Last name

Wed 8 Jul: Little Rush Lake, Yangebup, Half day
excursion
Sat 11 Jul: Piesse Brook, Kalamunda, Half-day excursion
Sat 18 Jul: Jandakot Regional Park, Harrisdale (formerly
Forrestdale), Half day excursion

Address

Sat 25 Jul: Lightning Swamp, Noranda, Half-day
excursion
Mon 27 Jul: Bold Park Eco Centre, Perry Lakes Drive,
Floreat, Monthly meeting, 7:30 pm
Sat 1 Aug: St Ronan’s Nature Reserve, York, Full-day
excursion
Sun 9 Aug: Bibra Lake, Cockburn, Half day excursion

Postcode
Phone (h)

Thu 13 Aug: Manning Lake, Spearwood, Half-day
excursion

(w)

Fri 14 Aug to Sun 16 Aug: Bush bird surveys in the
Carnamah / Three Springs area
Sat 15 Aug: Lake Gwelup, Stirling, Half-day excursion
Sat 22 Aug: Star Swamp, North Beach, Stirling,
Photogroup excursion

Email

Sun 23 Aug: Lake Joondalup, Joondalup, Half-day
excursion
Mon 24 Aug: Bold Park Eco Centre, Perry Lakes Drive,
Floreat, Monthly meeting, 7:30 pm

WABN subscription rates per annum
(please cross out whichever is inapplicable)
WA and Interstate Members

$20.00

Overseas Members

$30.00

Note: WABN subscription is only available with a BirdLife Australia
membership. For membership rates, contact BirdLife Australia.

Payment details
I enclose a cheque/money order payable to ‘BirdLife Australia’
OR
Debit my Mastercard
___ ___ ___ ___

......../.........
Expiry date

o

___ ___ ___ ___

Visa

Sat 5 Sep: Paruna Sanctuary, Full-day excursion
including BBQ
Mon 7 Sep to Thu 10 Sep: Mount Gibson Wildlife
Sanctuary survey
Fri 11 Sep to Sun 13 Sep: Nangeen Hill and Mt Caroline
campout
Sat 12 Sep: Queens Park Regional Open Space, East
Cannington, Half-day excursion
Sat 19 Sep to Sun 4 Oct: WA EcoTwitch

o

___ ___ ___ ___

Sat 29 Aug: Lake Leschenaultia, Chidlow, Half-day
excursion

Sun 20 Sep: Canning River Regional Park, Wilson, Halfday excursion
___ ___ ___ ___

....................................................................
Cardholder’s name (please print)
.......................................................................
Signature of Cardholder

Mon 21 Sep: Bold Park Eco Centre, Perry Lakes Drive,
Floreat, Monthly meeting, 7:30 pm — Note revised
date due to the Queen’s Birthday holiday
Thu 24 Sep: Alan Anderson Park, Walliston, Half-day
excursion
Fri 25 Sep to Sun 27 Sep: Bird survey on Hamelin Station
Sat 26 Sep: Serpentine National Park, Half-day
Photogroup excursion
Sat 26 Sep to Mon 28 Sep: Wooleen Station campout
Sun 27 Sep: North Lake, North Lake, Half-day excursion

Post to:
7/2013
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BirdLife Australia Membership
60 Leicester St, Carlton VIC 3053

Sun 25 Oct: Photo-twitch
Sat 14 to Sun 15 Nov: Twitchathon
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Members in the field

Ellis Brook, 4 April. Photo by
Penny Lee

Coalseam Lookout, Dongara campout
(see report, pp39 and 45). Photo by
Alan Watson

(above left) Jen and Lyn’s caravan (faux take-away), (above right)
waiting for the Southern Scrub -robin, Jaurdi campout (see also pp2,
37 and 45). Photos by Alan Watson (left), Rita Willsdon-Jones (right)

Bremer Bay campout (see pp35 and
43). Photo by John McMullan

The group at Ray Marshall
Park, Viveash (see report, p38).
Photo by Penny Lee

ANZANG photography awards to Keith Lightbody (see report, p12)

Salinity by twilight
Winner: Our impact category. During winter this
parched lake gains water that runs down from
surrounding paddocks which have all been cleared
for crops. Without any exit creeks, it sits still and
slowly evaporates during summer, with salt growths
and crystals forming on the dead trees. Quairading,
Western Australia. Canon EOS 7D, EF-S 15-85mm f/3.55.6 IS USM, 1/20, f/13, ISO 400, tripod. Photo: Keith
Lightbody
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Social drinking
Winner: Threatened species category. Carnaby’s
Black Cockatoo, Calyptorhynchus latirostris. Status:
endangered. Baudin’s Black Cockatoo, Calyptorhynchus
baudinii. Status: endangered. There was no wind and
it was more than 30 degrees by 8am, so Baudin’s and
Carnaby’s Black Cockatoos from the local flocks came
down from the trees to the farmer’s pond for a social
drink. A few also had a quick rinse before heading off
to look for food. Nannup, Western Australia. Canon
EOS 1DX, EF 400mm f/2.8L IS II USM, 1/2500, f/2.8,
ISO 200, handheld. Photo: Keith Lightbody
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Little Black Cormorant (above left) and Australasian Grebe (right ), Narrows Bridge, Perth. Photos by David Free

Major Mitchell’s Cockatoo, Eyre (see also pp2 and 40).
Photo by Keith Lightbody
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This Grey Plover had its head almost
underwater for a long, long time,
feeling around. But the effort was
rewarded! Nairns, 20 February. Photo
by Maris Lauva
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